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ABSTRACT
Examination of Operant-Respondent Interaction

An

in the Development of Tolerance t o Ethanol
by

Brady J . Phelps,

Doctor of Philosophy

Utah State Universit y, 1992
Maj or Professor : Carl D. Cheney, Ph.D.'
Department: Ps ychology
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They describe

stag e involves

of friends

Americans are rarely

workers and vice versa.

dr ug

For example, we act or.2

officer.

the "subjective"

by middle class

emphasized the importance
effects

of a police

while in sii.c.lar

that

can no do1-:bt modify a drug experience.

for the
amonc; h;JIT.ans.

people have learr. ed about dr~gs
But, by employing contextual

7

control,

an anirral model for the phenomenon of differential

drug effects

dependent upon the irrmediate environmental

developed.

The changes in the effects

of a drug that

modifying the environment are not solely
qualitative,

and for this

behavioral
context

can be

can result

quantitative

fro;n

but also

and other reasons deserve study (Barrett,

1985).
Epstein

(1984) states

defied

experimental

etc.);

complex, typically

available

analysis--covert

to analysis

us e of language,
behavior

that

that at least

four classes

behaviors

human behaviors

due to biological

problem solving,

concepts"

of temporally

argument to experimentally

studied

behaviorally

for covert behavior--behaving
similar

"expressed"

context.

variables

and related

( th e

t opics ) ;

remote stimuli
Based in

analyze these are as , I
drug eff ects depend ent upon

I intended

differently

"thoughts , "

("creativity").

part on Epstein's

irrmediate environmental

have

that are not readily

(remembering, memory); and novel behavior

different

("feelings,"

or environmental

"self

is under the control

of behavior

to develop an anirral model

due to internal

dr ug st i nuli ,

to the study by Lubinski and Thompson (1987 ) ; and furthe r , t0

develop an anirnal model for complex, unique human behavior

of dif fe::e nt

behavioral

settin g .

drug effects

as a function

of the environmental

Justification
Although this
influence

study was a basic analysis

on the behavioral

the potential

social

reported

the lethality

that

considerably

effects

implications

of drugs,

of environmental
several

of such research.

studies
Barrett

point

to

(1985)

of both g-amphetamine and morphine can be

modified by such factors

as number of animals housed

8

together,

room temperature,

Poling,

Kesselring,

combinations

following

injection

(Pattison,

Ev ,2::

individual

and learn
drinking

as a function
pre,,iously

which car1 affect

alcoholics,

stated,
behavior

or increase

stimuli

e

call

is the resear ch
1973 ) that

proposes

fr cm their
a stable

patter n

of thei r L ·J-os .

that ira.ny, if not all,

stimulus

that

or stressh:!

can recover

factors,

than

of what users

to resume and control

of the different

or a punisher.

elicits

could have ~uch

indicate

stimulating

& Sobell,

by nonpharmac ol ogical

of the effects

of

some of which

properties

drugs can serve as discriminat

of drugs.
ive stim ,.:~i,

through a condi ti onin<; hi::;t8r:/ ;,.;i th ei th e::- 3.
Drugs can serve as re infor cers to either

the probability

dec reas e the probability

reliably

overdose

and not l ose control

tend to indicate

drugs can be modified

unconditioned

results

and controversial

1977; Sobell

s, oft.en ca lled

of moderate alcohol

reinforcer

these

a potential

more important

dependence on alcohol

These studies

agent,

and

combined to use as a substitut

( 1986) suggests

& Sobell,

Sobell

narcotic,

upon number of animal~ housed

may die if exposed to highly

environments.

maintain

an antihistamine

that

as many as t wice the number of 1:rice died

who ha,,e received

"T's and blues"

In addition,

if they were housed corrmunally rather

Poling

individuals

levels.

a synthetic

rates , dependent

At some dosages,

individually.

As

(Talwin),

These two drugs are often

for heroin.

arise

and noise

and Clary (1983) demonstrated

(Pyribenzamine),

lethality

together.

that

Sewell,

of pentazocine

tripelennamine
different

lighting,

of a response

of a response.
(US), defined

an unconditioned

or as pu.'"1ishers to

Drugs can also function

as

as a change in the environment
response

(UR), without

any special

that

9

conditioning
stimulus

history.

(CS) that

conditioned
closely
US.

If a drug has US properties,
reliably

response

resembles

predicts

(CR).

In many instances,

a cancer patient

induces nausea may eventually
upon merely entering

that

freak"

the act of preparing

A heroin

receiving

shot water,

opposite

Research by Siegel

Siegel

their

similar

administration

drug is very pleasant.

that

to the actual

conditioning.

that

if I just

pharTPacological

CRs

pharmacologi cal UR.

a model of drug tolerai,c e

of a drug agent could be a conditioning

Seigel

this may not

In 1927, Pavlov suggested

argues that

with administration
CRs that

available

reliably

by the drug, and with repeated

to the URs elicited
to some extent,

between

cues serv ing as

of a drug become established

are antagonistic

magnitude of the response

stimuli

tha t the

process

environ.uen tal

the environmental

These CRs compensate (antagonize)

elicited

drugs report

(1975b; 1976; 1977a; 1977b; ·1978a ; 1978b; 1978c ;

the drug US and the irrmediately

US.

their

in topography,

(1983a) states

in direction

based on respondent

which elicit

are given.

for what has been termed the

1979a, 1979b; 1983a; 1983b; 1984) suggests

cor related

(nausea)

I 'd enjoy it as much" (unnamed, in Powel 1 , 1973, p. 5 91) .

have to be the case.

the CS.

same reaction

"Sometimes I think

Although CRs and URs are often

are often

itself

Drug users who inject

user was quoted as saying,

by the drug

chemotherapy that

where the treatments

and injecting

a
the CR

of the UR elicited

can also account

phenomenon.

but not all,

come to have this

the office

Respondent conditioning
"needle

the US may come to elicit

the form or topography

For instance,

a conditioned

as CSs
by the irug

for the URs

CS-US pairings , reduce the

to the drug (i.e.,

tolerance).

The CRs ar e

10

thought

to compensate for the URs by consisting

opposite

in direction

response

which would counteract

Siegel's

original

of Pavlovian

acquired

to the UR. An example would be a bra.dycardia

Pavlovian

a tachycardia

formulation,
tolerance,

(Eikelboom & Stewart,
new formulation,

response

while the most widely cited

& Cappell,

1982 ; Poulos , Wilkinson

procedures.

CR

The basic

what eve nt constitutes

the US.

was def ined as th e effects
US is a physiological

In the f ormer case,

mirror

difference

arises

In the original

to the drug's

of hoIT~ostatic

mechan isms.

adjust ments on the part

the subsec;:uent f eedb ack changes.
arises,

ar e very different

Most !iterature

researchers'
From this

procedure

the US
theory , th 0

.
input

to

, the US is an altered

These two changes dict~t :

condit i oned through

but the s tip u l ated stimuli
sti ll refers

and r e: j;'o,,s2s

to the or iginal

machiner y is not f ul l y expla in ed to

satisfaction.
model, it can be an;ued that

is a response

were present

what is learned

(t he CR) which prepares

US, but onl y in the presence

that

o:

of speci fying wher e a drug acts ari d
Tolerance

Pavol vian procedures

but the theoretical

In t~e

of the organism to maintain

homeostasi s and are simply a matter

all

fo rmulation,

the US is a change in the afferent

efferent

formulation,

1981 ).

in the definition

effects

mechanisms while in the latter

.

rese archers

in the revised

the homeostatic

differing

version

each oth er , as in other

of a given drug;

response

to a drug .

has been rev i sed by other

the UR and the

output

of autonoITi c responses

of specific

in this

the organism f or

environmental

....\.- ....
.......c

cues ( the

when the drug had been administer ed pre vi ously.

the abs ence of these

cues,

the former tolerance

response

rnay

not be

In

present.

Siegel's

conditioning
control

rese3rch

fa ctors

underscores

in modifying

the importance

drug effects;

the outcome of drug overdoses.

these

Seigel

states

of context
factors

ai.,d

may even

that

a considerable
amount of research has deffionstrated
specificity
in the display of tol eran ce :
env irormental
maximal tolerance is observed when the drug is administered
in the context of the usual predrug cues, but not in the
context of cues not previously associated
with the drug.
A
user would be at risk for "overdos e, " according to this
analysis,
when th e drug is administ er ed in an environ,'T.ent
which had not been previously paired with the drug. ( Sieg el,
1979a, p. 132)
An

animal study by Siegel,

indicates
3.fter

the importance

large

drug doses.

inexperienced

rats

group received

They gave three

injections

dose of heroin

Krank, and Mccully

histories

of dextrose

chamber and later

in the same context

group was given a history

groups of opiate
of e:{posure to heroin.

in the housing

as the earlier

a history

colony.

of small heroin

Mort a lity

significantly.
96.4% died.

rates

across

Of the control

doses

with pre?iol:.S injecti
Siegel

group was

as the large dose::..:: ~:::

differ~d

heroin

who received
exposure

died,

the large

heroi::

twice as rr.2....,y::.::::

dose in a diffe,;:-ent conte:~t than

ons of heroin.

(1934) sbtes

due to an overdose.

The third

group with no pi:-evicu.s her CJ
in 2:-::;_::
·:Js:..:::-=:,

dose in the same cont ext as previous
the large

as well

A.,other

in the colony and

the gro ups of rats

And while 32% of the rats

died who received

of a large

injection.

of small doses of heroin

C:::.":!

colony or in a

were given an injection

then given the large dose in the noisy chamber.
given

(1982)

of environm ent al conte:~t to enable

differential

noisy experimental

Hinson,

t hat about 1% of heroin

Many of these

individuals

addicts

die yearly

died as a result

of a

12

dose that

would not be predicted

and, in.fact,
that

some victims

was well tolerated

to be fatal

expire

following

overdose.

taking

during previous
survivors

place in a different

overdoses,

the animal study mentioned earlier.
survivors,

seven individuals

untypical

circum.stances.

administered
victim
people.

injecting

other studies,

argues that

substances,

to the potentially

From the findings

lethal

conditioning

processes,

the development of tolerance
process.
states

Originally
that

they had self
Another

group of

for approximately

of these

drug anticipatory
effects

interviews

and

CRs can modula te
and other

of opiates

both among infrahurnan and hurran subjects.

While the premise of Siegel's
respondent

in

taken heroin with so many other people or

room.

tolerance

the overdose occurred
reported

to

overdose

in the midst of a large

done so in his living
Siegel

that

who had been using heroin

had never before

than

with the

where they had never done so before.

This individual,

10 years,

context

has found an outcome similar

Two individuals

in locations

overdosed after

environmental

~.mong ten heroin

reported

of the

due to the drug

From interviews

Siegel

death from

breakdown; the user

is possibly

drug administration.

of heroin

that

to do so on the occasion

of tolerance

user

on of a dose

It appears

of tolerance

high doses fails

This failure

administration

administrati

on the day before.

overdose may come about as a result
who has tolerated

for an experienced

tolerance

drug on the organism's

model of tolerance
other

can represent

put forth

by Schuster

researchers

et al.

of

have proposed tha~

an operant

comes about as a function
behavior

is that

conditioning

(1966),

this

of the action

in meeting reinforcement

model
of the

contingencies.
disruptive

That is,

and as a result,

Any behavior
behavioral

that

will

will

therefore

reinforcement

further

reinforcement

frequency.

administration

reinforcement

increase

increase

rate

daily

contingent.
contingencies

et al.

t hat th 2

the interresponse

time ( IRT)

reinforcement

consequently , subjects

the animal's

progressively

General

These researchers

perfon-nance on the

These results
show tolerance

sugges t a

to chro ni c drug

upon which reinforcement
concluded

one class

on but

changed towards beha vior

conditions.

those behaviors

cf

miss ed many

over the course of drug administrati

among behavi ors that will

represent

bas eli ne

( 1966 ) demonstrated

es, in some cases almost half.

observed under water control

administration,

increasing

equal or approximate

administration,

of reinforcement

These operant

on a differential

schedule;

were higher

with continued

compensate for the

in pro bability,

Schuster

y

are ITis sed.

reinforcement.

to eventually

opportuniti

levels

specificity

can emit that will

being reinforced

low (DRL) response

schedule

opportunities

of g-amphetamine disrupted

of rats

activity

effe ct of a drug is behaviorall

reinforcement

the subjects

disturbance

behaviors

behavior

the initial

that

operant

of variables

that

is

reinf orc ement
can influence

t he

devel opment of toleran ce t o amphetami nes.
The difference
i s in the nature
formulation,

between operant
of the specific

an overall

context

specific.

limited

to specific

Other studies

learning .

t olerant

effect

In the operant
response

and respondent

In the resp ondent

foITm.1lation , the tolerance

classes

but generalizing

to include

tol era nce

can be seen but which is

have confirmed Schuster

the operant model of t olerance

acquired

et al.

across

wi l l be
contexts.

(1966) and exte nded

barbiturates

(Tang & Fa lk ,

l4

1978),

ethanol

Wenger,

Tiffany,

(Comnissaris,

other

researchers

Smith,

Nicholls,

S,

pragrratic
t:/pical

have studied

the development

ent interaction

distinction

process

of tolerance

and Solomon's

for convenience.

while under the influence
or to employ different

differing

context

of a drug,

( 1967 ) conc l~i o~

paradigms

In these

and differential

constant

holding

groups of subjects
reinforcement

th e emergenc e of tol erar, c e.

reinforcement

is not

st~di es , th e

and varied

reinfor cement conditions

in conditions

contingencies

This .st1..:dyinv estigated

by rr.eans of altering

conditioning

the respondent

to a typical

constant.

and reinforcement

the fact

that

importance

this

stable

be generalized

extends

context

of dr1..:guse--to

while holding

is intended

e:{perimental

to be

hold ongoing

and only modify the setting.

study was a basic

of such studies

and r espond ent pr oc es .s22

This methodology

human situation

behavior

of hol dir1g

fi xed and exarrined th e eff ects c f

by operant

analogous

to

th e context.

par~--neters of t olera..~ce established

contingencies

of

Other res ear ch has hel d op e:::2.nt

modi fying the environi--nental cont ext.

the operant

given to

context

No study to my knowledge has examined the effects

can often

as an

pr ocedure has been to vary the amount of reinforcement

constant,

operant

Still

& 1Jogel- Sp;:-ott., 2.?8~;

(Beirness

between the two learning

and is used largely

subjects

measure

LSD

1979), with human and nonhurnan st:bjects.

1991a, 1991b) based on Rescorla

a strict

Woods, 1981),

Cardon, Moore, & Rech, 1980) and phencylidine

Lyness,

operant-respond

that

Borr.bardier,

& Balster,

(Woolverton

& Woods, 198C;

(Chen 1968; 1972; 1979; Wenger, Berlin,

analysis

Despite

, th e

beyond the laborato;:-y and fi~ding.s

to ~.any aspects

of society.
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SURVEYOF LITERl'-.TURE
This section

is a review

h3.s beer. interpreted
parameters,

of the

il! either

literature

respcnder.t

of drug tolerance

or operant

that

condi ticninc;

among hurnan or nonhurrian subjects.

The Respondent Condi ti_oni_ng
Tolerance Model
Pavlov
proc2dure
ttose

suggested

(1927)

corresponded

procedures,

that

to his

rituals,

the syste~ic

effects

of the drug composing

ccr,te:~t

elicited

actual

effects

u.~conditioned
conditio
response
a CR that

ning

response
!TB'/

Siegel

(UR) and,

with

consequently,

in the alteration

ha ve s 11rvival
of the chemical

predict::.ve

in direction

value
agent

by Sl~Y.ov and Zilcv

of epinephrine

for

(1937)

who found that

s1.u::-se,;ue:1tly di::played

to the

\>Tith

tt::

condi tio:--.i::,; results
the CR that

face

This

;.r:

i.s ~li:i:ec
is

re::p ::-:-.::,:;:-:-.ay

of repeate':!

Thi s effect

1985 ).

acL·T1inistntion,

prior

the

of the oven.~l

to the UR.

the organ::.sr.. in the
(Barrett,

that

of the US-LTRrelation,

and e ffect

centr~~

pha: Tiacolo£ical

Whereas most respondent

of the context

states

and sumnate

of

reliably

the act~~l

(1983b)

( CR) occurring

shou ld interact

the CS consists

cues that

is sir:u.12.r to the l"R, in drug studies

::c:--..r,only opposite

::-esponse,

response

\'ery W':'ll result

to the dn.:g.

as a fu.1ction

hisbry

act

contextual

the US.

adrnini.stration

paradigm;

of the drug agent,

conditioned

pharrnacol ogical

conditioning

or other

precede

cng

the typical

,,,as fir st

c:hal~~:-'.ges
r,=,ported

dogs who had been gi.'Jen a

which elicited

an antagonistic,

3.

tachycardiac

bradycardiac

res:;,o::.se

16
when given a placebo
compensatory

CRs

in the usual

administration

opposed to phall'acological

environment.

URs have been reported

Goldberg a.~d SchU3ter (1967; 1970), Guha, Dutta,
Siegel

(1972; 1975a; 1975b; 1978c),
These drug-compensatory

is repeatedly

administered

drug-compensatory
effects

CRs

account,

CRs attenuate
in the presence

would be expected

drug exposure.

tolerance

will

in the presence

have signalled

the drug in the past.

and Mitchell
that

rats

displayed

this

On

in the context

injections.

More recent

the basis

the earlier

observations

of morphine analgesic
a variety

of analgesic

& Kastin,

1980; Siegel,

has confirmed
regarding

the

of this

drug
cues that

by Ad~~s, Yeh, Woods ,
(1969) derr,onstrat ed

response
last

cues.

from repeated

environmental

to the final

injection

of the same environmental

research

negate

repeated

Experiments

only if this

as the drug

of the same predr~g

following

of specific

in a series,

is,

to increasingly

analgesic-tolerant

administered

Tiffany

the UR; that

(1969) and Kayan, Woods, and Mitchell

morphine injection

extended

and Pradham (1974 ) ,

not always result

Rather it should result

administration

by

md other studies.

of the dr~g and thus show tolerance.

conditioning

Similar

this

was

cues as th e pri or
outcome and

the situational

spec ifi c~t y

tolerance,

employing a wide range of dosages and

measures

(Advokat , 1980; LaHoste, Olson , Ols on ,

1975b, 1976; Siegel,

Hinson , & KranJ.:, 1978;

& Baker, 1981).

Siegel

et al.

(1978) exposed two groups of rats

history

with both an audiovisual

initial

tolerance

cue and morphine injections

development phase of the study.

were always correlated

to an equivalent

for the paired

group,

during

the

The cue and drug

and never associated

for

17
the unpaired

group.

,~ere administered
analgesic

In a subsequent

·,,.J
ho had a history

in pharrracological

of drug-cue

than tl-,e ur.paired

context

experience

nontoler3.nt

with morphine.

In other

from repeated

conditioning

not unpair -2d group subjects

displayed

drug a'1tagonistic

following

or unpaired

if

all

of the paired

be typenlgesic

(Kra.--ik, Hinson , -~ Siegel,
displayed

tolera:1 :::c:

group subjects

of morphir. e 3.ttenuated

:n the presence

group rats

with no

morphine administrations.

either

subjects

signal,

tho.t twc.:~:1 be

words, analgesic

mor phine adrninist rat i o~s during

c:evel oprr,ent :7h2.se cf the study,

paired

the dr'..lg i:1 the

but

tol erance becal.:.Se only fo r th 0

effects

paired

less

the drug in

rats -- subjects

model, paired

former group were the analgesic
CR. Also,

the

group

si~ificantly

a high degree of analgesia

previous

to this

displayed

that

the paired

who had never experienced

to be s een in completely

According

the fact

cue.

expected

result

in both groups

group who had never received

of the cue displayed

does not inevitably

Despite
histories,

relations

of the audiovisual

The group of subjects

rats

of the cue, and the

of the drug was measured.

groups did ~ot differ

the context

phase,

the drug in the presence

effect

analgesia

test

paired

spe cific

c:onte:{t

the t o~ermce

are administered
group rats

1984 ) .

an enha.,:::ec: s :::r.sitivity

by-:.

a plac ebo

were sho•..m.to

That is to say,
to painful

no such response.
In another
U!:.:::
: x;.ditioned

demonstration
ef::ects

of respondent

of moqhine,

~ttenuation

of th e

M'c1c:ia,Volko'.;slds , and K.3.lr.t (1981 )
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showed that

the locomotor activity

progressively
field

decrease

test

setting.

diminishing

if morphine is administered
The same increases

given morphine in a different

setting

rats

given water in the open field

setting.

Figure

their

findings

conditioning

and other

in an open

were not seen among

(the home colony)
a result,

As

were due to respondent

1 s1.lr11mrizes this

of morphine will

to rats

in activity

rats

concluded

effects

studies

and with

the authors

conditioning

processes.

of the respondent

model of tolerance.

Attenuating Morphine Tolerance
With Environmental Manipulation
Based on the respondent
be expected
that

that

nonpharmacological

are well known to attenuate

likewise

attenuate

tolerance.

compensatory

Several

partial

respondent

Extinction,
strength

respondent

of established

compensatory

tolerance

placebo

administrations

Several

studies

procedural

respondent
CR

of the predictive

conditioning

acquisition

extinction,

CS

, sh ould

and consequent

have been studied
CS pre-exposure

terr.1.S, is a procedure

CRs by presenting

develops

CR2 ,

manipulations

it should

regarding
, and

reinforcement.
in respondent

If tolerance

model of tolerance,

such CS manipulations

morphine tolerance:

US.

conditioning

as a function

differences

CSs eli:itin;

to extinction

drug predictive

possibility

and although

among the different

them employed two groups of subjects,
of morphine injections

of predrug

in the pre,,iously

existed

th e

the CS in the absence of th e

should be subject

have examined this

of dir.Qnishing

d:rng

by repeated
conte:,t.
numerous

experiments,

all
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both of which were given a series
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Figure 1. This reproduction
from Sieg el ( 1983a ), surrrrarizes t~e
results of studies showing the context specificity
of tolerance.
Panel A shows the analgesic effect of morphine (Siegel et al., 1978 ) ,
B - the locomot or activity
dec~easing effect of morphine (Mucha et al. ,
1981), C - the hyperthermic effect of morphine (Si egel, 1978c ), and D the lethal effects
of morphine ( Siegel et al. , 1982 ). All f our
studies shown employed a basic similar design, to give two differen t
groups of subjects a drug history in one of two different
environments
and then a final injection
in either the same environment as previous
injections
(same) or in a different
environment than in which
injections
had been given previously.
The results
from the final drug
administration
are presented here.

subjects

were again given at least

two groups of subjects
during

the interval

differed

one further

only with respect

between the initial

ac.--ninist;:-ations and the final
groups received

daily

the forrnerly

drug-correlated

context.

in their

experimentals

received

effects

of extinction--these
is,

of morphine
Subjects

(vehicle)

rats

they were less

the period

than control

theories

both groups should have developed

Siegel

at final

morphine

::..:

to physiologic a l
equivalent

(1978c) exposed two differ <:::ntgro ups of ;:-3t::; to histc::-i ::::

i;:-.creasing effects

subsequently

giv en a final

enviror.u"7lent as prior
those subjects

environments

of the drug.

injection

placebo

injections

tolera.,t

response

This extinction
model of tolera..,ce

Both groups 1,ere
the sarne

inj ec tion or in a diffe:::-e:1t er.vironment.

who rec c:i ved the final

effects.

and meas:.ired

of morphine in either

injection

co:::-r2l::ited environ,'11ent display ed a tel erant
hyperthermic

of the

administration.

cf morphine in cne ::if two different
t -ernperature

tt.2

of morphine eq;__ta
l l i'

intervals

of tolerance

that

group rats.

often and at identic&:

levels

and accorcing

in

cf t:-12 experi:-.:ent::,.:

responded mar~ to the final

tolerant

in th e

group '.-.Jere

were demonstrative

However, both groups were exposed to the effects

of tolerance,

(rats)

ad'Tlinistraticns

The responses

drug administration

~h2

histories

Rats in the control

the placebo.

to the final

that

placebo

to their

home colony undisturb ed during

animals

dose;

series

achninistration.

experimental

simply left

morphine injection.

Lat er this
in the previous

tolerant

in the previoi.:.sly dr;_:_,;-

r2.spor:...:.2:o th e: ..-,0;:-:;:,hir:
2'=
group was giv2n a s2::-:.2.s ::i:

drug-associc1tec:

.:::::n
t 2:{t

did :10: emerge in an::ither morptine
effect

which supports

has been demonstrated

challen~c.

the respondent
with respect

:me tl:-.2

conditioning

to the analgesic

...,,

(Siegel,

Si ege!,

1975b ; l~7:b;

(Siegel , 1978c),

and lethal

Sherman, & Mitchell,

1980), hypertherrric

& KrarJ(, 1979) ef=2cts

(Siege l, Hinson,

o:

morphine.
Pri or e:{posur e to a potential
ef=ectiveness

of that

conditioning.
contextual

CS when it

the

with a CS d:.1ri:::s;

as an association

betwe en p;:-ed::~~·;·

CSs and the drug US, the course of tolerance
by the novelty

pres en.t at dn ...g administration.
that

receive

settin g prier

exposure

(or nonnov e lty)

administn.tions

experi:-r.ental

in th e experimental

morphine should be slower t o :::evelor , or nc-:

ccmpar 2d with a control
to the administration

group that

context,

The development

of tolerance

::-ecei 'Je nc

....~ ~,.....
1-..:.

·-·~·- --

despit e the fact

both groups receiv e equi val ent drug e:,:peri enc e .
been supported.

de'Jelop:-:.e:::.:

of context ual cu 2s

Mere specifically,

placebo

to receiving

deve l op, toleran.ce
predrug

is lat er- pairec

If tol er3.nce develops

should be affected

subjects

CS tends to decrease

th:;.~.

Thi s ~ypotl-1esis hz:i:=:

to the analgesi c effect s

of morphine is retarde d by a CS pre-expos ure ·procedur e ( Siege! , l 9: :;: ,;

& Baker, 1981).

Ti:fany

Partial
procedure
trials.

reinforcement

in whi ct the US is pair ed witt
This procedure

tolerance.

:,;t;.:died by irrter.:persinc;
(drug adrrinistrations

group i~ ccntinuously

exposed to environme:ita~
wit:101.;t actually

receiving

Partial

CR acquisition

reinforcement

CS-al ::.ie tr:i .3.1.: (plJ. ccbcs)

that

is,

these

;me

has been

... r1c
be:t·,;c':':-, ,...,~
............ vu

) : or cn2 group of si..:bjects.

reinforced;

:1

t te CS !ess th~::. 1~0% c:

has been report ed to hinder

th"...:Sshould also retard

trials

in respond ent co;:idi ticni~-;.g descr i bes

subjects

A cc,1t r c ~
are neve r

cues correlated

with drug administration

the drug.

The co:r:.t::ol ani:Tals we::e l e ft

w11disturbed
subject:3

in the colcny

:-eceive

r2spect

during

placebos.

Both grnups

to pharmacological

reinforced

the intervals
again

histories.

experimental

subjects

thermic

1978c)

reinforced

ether

studies

Sl lswcrth,

overdoses.

control

subjects.

et al.

1982;

the

Siegel,

( 1982 ) rep crted

given

Siegel , ~977b) a:-:.d

relative

to the

1984;

and Siegel

conditioning

death

we:::e more likely

drug histories

with

the partially

1984;

resp ondent

in the same environment

h ero in doses

ider.tical

et al.,

hurna.11a..11danimal

Siegel

of heroin

sr.aller-

of morphine

1986 ) have applied

t:::l c r:::u"1c2to explain

doses

effects

(Siegel

identical

are much slm.;e:r to acq u :.:- ::: t o ] 2:.:-~::1ce

(Kr2.fl.k, ~i:-:.son, and Siegel,

continuously

are

experimental

Nonetheless,

to the analgesic
(Siegel,

that

f o llowing
that

rats

to survive

the final

large

injected

-:1:::-__:
;

l-.::..;::

:-1it~.

corr-elated

than
dcse

;-r.o
: :bl :if

apparent

as p:revicusly

E.

animals

:;i th

wit~

in a differ-ent

context.
Si egel
patient

and Ellsworth

( 1986) reported

who had regularly

weeks in his

::cdroom.

been given

t::e over dose took pL:ce,
li 'Jing

r-oom by a family

patient

on previous

was time
the typical

atyp:sal-breathing
constricted.

given

•,.;as found

dose.

apparat;.:s.

consequently,

became shallow
later

c:mccr

f oi:- fo·..:.::·
setti::g.
Ont:,.'=' -:l.:.··

in t;; o l::::r:.;:--.tly : ii::.
the :norphir.2

t·:)

t::2

app ea red to be ::..n :;;:2:i.:. :-,:-:.:::i.t

The patient

However,

hours

in any other

me:nbe r- who had ad'l1inistered

days.

A few hours

of a terminal

eve-..:y six

hospital-like

the patient

for- an injection;
morphine

morphine

Mor:;;,hine was never

The bedroom was dark and contained

the case

the patient's

the patient's

and the patient's
the patient

died,

sor. d2l::. 'Je::2c.
reacti

on

'.iil3

·;e i:-y

pupils
appar2..ri.tly ::l.uc ':.:::
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the effects
that

of the morphine.

he had prepared

was very distraught
tolerance

and delivered
until

in an undergraduate

conducted

to determine

a dose that

context,

relieved.

class,

was well tolerated

in several

to ethanol

involving

& Vogel-Sprott,

1982; Jones,

1974; Lightfoot,

1980; Shapiro

it

is ingested

is "unexpected"

Perforrnance

on a "cognitive"

was compared following
p.m.)

or evening

perfora.ance

(5:00-10:00

had less

more tolerant

p.m.).

& Nathan,

Progressive

effects)

Jones

1986 ).

to ethano l when

Matrices

(l:00-5:00

afternocn
effect

"cognitive"

Jones concluded
( i.e.,

in the evening relative

drinking

of ethan e ~

functio1.ing

who drank no ethanol,

performance

Test )

showed that

This differential
better

when

time.

in the afternoon

The results

than later.

on cognitive

& Anders on,

1984; Dafters

time as in the past--than

consumption

subjects,

in the afternoon

to its

(Annear &

are more tolerant

(Raven's

to generally

control

of an effect

has also been

was impaired more following

could not be attributed

performance

task

evening drinking.

the evening since

ca.~ be descr:b ed in

and consuned at an untypical

ethanol

on the test

than following

drinkers

at the same approximate

the ethanol

but the fact

hurran subjects
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social
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tolerance.

tolerance

studies
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in the usual

response

Vogel-Sprott,

that

at which point

six hours earlier

conditioned

of

No postmortem examination

overdose-like

of conditioned

(1974) suggested

theory

the role of morphine in the death,

terrns of respondently

investigated

of the conditioning

psychology

produced a distinct

The role

son was confident

the morphine in the usual ma..'1ner, he

he learned

young rran was substantially

that

Although the patient's

in

showed bette~
that

ethar.ol
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were

to the aftern o,:Jn
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"learned"
stated
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to compensate for the disruptive

that

experience

drinking

alcohol

from drinking

differences

it

in which tolerance

in the evening and had

effects
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of ethanol.

drinking

rhythms.
usually

develops

Jones

rray be a very different

in the evening and attributed

in human circadian

the time of day that

context
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to
is that

occurs can be seen as a context

and a significant

would produce a lack of tolerance

variation

from this

and more impaired

fu.:."1ctioning.
Lightfoot
tolerance

(1980) further
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that,

can be modulated by environmental

rrale college

students

drank a significant

cues.

over a 30 min period,

raise

level

blood alcohol
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setting

However, on the fifth
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perceptual-motor
Each subject
context

taken place
Furthermore,

their

to the ethanol

these

subjects

abilities

performance

different

in the familiar

a procedure

for each of four daily

drank and was assessed

tasks , tolerance

in either

assessments

context

where they had previously
that

responses

explained

her results.

dra:1'.: the

sessions.

tasks

were measured.

the previous
On

dricl1:ing

the rrajo;:-::.ty :::f tr.2

than in the alternative

consumed real beer.

respondently

contex:.

alcohol-compensatory

when they were given nonalcoholic

concluded

int ended to

was more pronounced if th e drinJ:i:1g had

also evidenced

several

l6

on a nunber of

environment.

context

Lightfoot

experiment ,

to about O. 07%. The subjects

and intellectual
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In this
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ml/kg for a 70 kg subject
their

among hurr.ans, ethanol

conditioned

CRs on

beer in the
Consequently ,

drug compensatJry
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Whereas Siegel
comprehensive
applicable

evidence

the college

tolerance

the sarne dose of ethanol

sessions.

Sessions

of ethanol

effects

environment

rehearsed"

study,

al temati

or in a significantly

ve environrnent.

rehearse

drinking

either

measures

in the same
The oth er

drinking

task in the test

and j:.ist

context

or in the
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to the alcohol).

and were tested

ead: of fi 'Je dri:1.king

context.

following

showed the least

were the most tolerant

task and the~
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different
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in the same environment

pursuit

had four

pre- and posttreatment

the task after

detection

that

to compensate for the

( 0. 62 g/kg) during

on task perfomance.

an audio signal

the possibility

a visual-motor
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performed

model is

Annear and Vogel-Sprott

1 and 5 provided

groups IT~ntally rehearsed
test

learn

(1980) provided

conditioning

for not considering

In their

drinkers

Lightfoot

among hunians, Annear and Vogel-Sprott
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that
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Lightfoot

students

gr oups of social
drink

that
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effects

(1983b) stated
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impairr. .ent on the task
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environment
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,
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.
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in a different
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significant

rehearsed

showed the l east

tolerance.

fanii 1iar context

(i. e.,

concluded

that

, different
the evidence
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from their

study was consistent

conditioning
ethanol

is involved

in the development

among humans , but they also

mental

rehearsal,

tolerance.

of Lightfoot's

the subjects
mental

of this

rehearsal.

explanation
specific

conclusion

later

study,

lies

Baker a~d Tiffany

context

specific

(1985)

~orphine

that

across

3.00 mg/kg dose showed that

diminished
trial.

across

test

response

predictive

that

trials

than

any ongoing

conditioned

tol<2::,J.nce

context.
reported

research

that

tolerance

pain threshold
these

adds a degree of
paradigm.

procedure

researchers
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to assess
found that

could be seen when dr:.1g delivery

with

oc:::ur.:

Baker and Tiffan y ( 1985 ) found that

repea ted test

persistent

trials

the tDlerance

.

specific

and was not present

could be attributed

rats

context

However , rats

.:;iven a

to drug c-...:es
by the thi~d such

to a history

of a
with drug
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..:.e
s decreased.
1

Le, Khanna , and Kalant
and extended

the

more alcohol

In SUI1Tl'ary,as drug dose increased , the proportion

tolerance

that

in mind, the more pl3usible

.50 mg/kg doses of morphine displayed

tolerance

to

the impact of drug cues becomes sr.aller ,

to the tol:::rance

dependent

to

that

the fact

and this might disrupt

tolerance,

in the absence of drug cues.
given

the possibility
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conditioning

in a standard

increasi ng drug dosage,
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of behavioral
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consideration

to the drug correlated

complexity
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study consumed considerably

With this

still

that
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a unique hurmn ability,

However, this

subjects
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with the hypothesis

those findings

(1987)

replicated

to include

ethanol.

Baker and Tiffar.y
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study,

( 1985)
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11ere used

a Pa v l ovian

con d::..ti ,:Jnir..g paradi;

e thanol ' s hypoth e rmic effect

.

It

4.00 g/ kg, toleranc

higt er dose,

abs ence of dru g related
Pavl::vi an conditior.ing
but not by high

was found that

f or a dose of 2.00 g/kg

tol er ance occurred

cues.
plays

treat:-r~nt

any ::..ndices of operant

a major

dosage.

Bennett
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before

and after
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diff e rent
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more of th e detrir:',2r,tal

s o:.tin g ttan
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e ff ects

d
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in di ff erent
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:: ~a::
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predictive
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Ther<:: were no

er.t histories

results
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play ed the vi deo game thre e

no diff e rence

to e tha.~ol

:01,;

drinJ.: ers --3 - lS d::i::)::: :;;-:e:·

Eut,

outccrne does not

by

a subsequent

ha vi ng consumed two mi xed drinJ-:s

c:::::--.tin genc i es pla ced on game perforrr ,ance .

significantly

produced

a...1d con ti ng ::;nci e ::.

environment

Ea ch subject

the game and se e how well

th~:

o:: Pa,; l c·;i::,.:1 1:-;· .:: :..·::c~

one group

et ::3....-:
c ~/~:; :::,ody weight ) in each of th e settings.

play

suggested

ef f e ct,

world " settir..gs

game in the natural

or in a la b setting.

a

did.

rn: fewer- drinl :s per week, and mode rate

three

times

of "r eal

:-r.ale soc ial

again

in tolerance

and a dosage

arid S31Tcon ( 199:'..) con ducted

::..n a simulation

specific
but with

While none of these

s L1dy , Le, !Zala.:.'1.t
, and Khanna ( J..989),

to

in the pr es ence and the

findings
role

conte:~t
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e was found
These

behavior

m of t o lerance

was f our:c t 2t:;2~c
2Ld ti::i e spe:-.t

findi ngs that
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:::f t o~e ra..,t
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may have emerged due to the low level
higher

levels

of intoxication,

seen.

The authors

their

responding.

conditioned

With either

tolerance

expectancies

in the different

prod;.:ced; at

between the groups might be

a difference

also argued that

fol lm1ed about behaviors

of intoxication

or rules

settings

explanation

the subjects

may have influenced

in mind, the robt.:.stne~s cf

can be seen to vary considerably

across

varic: ,us

studies.
This review has attempted

to emphasize the recently

importance

of responde:1t

conditioning

development

of behavioral

tolerance

literature

has interpreted

compensatory

responses

However, drug compensatory
operar.t

reinforcement

for a drug's
The following
conditioning

effects
section

arise

may also

and the responses

surveys

that

disrupted

in t!:-,e

Much of this
of drug

conditioning

arise

.

as a f':..u1ction of

are emitted
reinforcement

some liter ature

interpretations

.

to be the result

from cla::::sical

responses

and recover

involved

to drug effects

tolerance

that

processes

recognized

regarding

to compensate
contingen cies.
operant

of tolerance.

The Tolerance Hodel Ba~ed
Upon Operant Conditioning
It is known that
histories
Studies

may display
examining

organisms

with identical

radically

different

tolerance

(Campbell & Seiden,

barbiturates

(Tang & Falk,

& Gibbons,

al. , 1980; Wenger et al.,

levels

to a wide variety

amphetamines

LeBlanc , Kalent,
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1978),

et al.,
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1976; Mann & Vogel-Sprott,
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1979);
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1980),

et al.,
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j'..1.St prier
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tolerance
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g::.ven the drug
r:1oving belt,

that

training

more so than

training

and phencylidine

will
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prior

shock

administrations

facilitate

the sa~e drug dos e given

In rrany studies

.

regular

avoidance

task.

after,

::allowing

these

studies

e::periment
st:bjects

ethanol

was that

developed

controls
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at all.

tr- '::atment
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tel cr;:;.nc:2.

~

that

only

This

it

developed

for

en test

shock

the drug ~efore
rate.

days

tolerance

:is a function

c f ~earned

del:.vered

reinforcement

of _g-amphetamine

c-n baseline
.

pei:-fonnances

In the first

acccr ·:::.ng to fi;.:ed interval

.L

the

G::-oups of

(FI)

of

a.ri

respo:-1.s2s tha'.:.

-

avoidance

1

..:.:.....

the befcre
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tol er:?-.'1ce e:,,e;:-ges !:::,
~, t:ie 01:gar1ism l ear"ling
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_,
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effects

~.f

and ;-:a'.:.:1:-

.,,,
....._.

0')

t:-.e cours e
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a
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,
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t:n;:-::.::::21amen;

rapid

.. 1s

of 1.
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'As a result,

:.::.c;:-ease d oppcrtt.:nity

reporting

ethanol

quickly

A findiq'
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rate

rats

inter va ls by testi:-.;-
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sched c.:l e c f fo od r e inf c r:: E::-:\e::.
:.

sec ond study , r::1t::: :-;er e again

used

as subj ec ts with

their

sc h ec:c:.le

:S:;::: :::t ud i es

c ......
..:J...1-

(1991b)
schedule
altered

reported

that

tolera... , ce aquil:

of reinforcement
chamber.

Tolera.'1ce

c omplex schedul e in c ludin;

did not
that

e d to ph 2::c:"·-:-~=::i :, <::c-::.

=::,

.:;i:-r,pl '='

ext end to a compl e :-: sch edul e ::.n ':~.-=-

::li::: develop

was four.cl t o e :-:tenc. t ..:: -::.

a c..if: ,2::-2nt rr.anipulanc.l..--n ;..;h en te.st ec. :i.::. :_;-;_
;.:,
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same cha.'T\ber. The results
studies

of the other

O'Jerlool: -s,d the effect::;

of the altered

proc ess,

at least

different

in that

sessions

respondent

in these

processes

experiments.

drug delivery

in different

procedure
tut

that

experimental

the results

did not indicate

on tolerance

1976,

1979;

Mann

&

of studies

procedures

Vogel-Sprott,

with rrol e college

ser.s::.tive

styl~.

separated

by a 30 sec intertrial

the subjects
placebo

served

intenal.

drink and divided

at 20 min intervals.

1979;

Vogel-Sprott,

,

1984 ) .

was assessed

In both e,q:,0rirr .e:1ts ,
motor ~1..1rs:..:.:
t tas1:

source ,-,it:: a ~i;;!:-.t

to either

cf two 5'.) sec t::-ia~:::

receive

en the pursuit

(0.88

Vog2l-Sprott

Fol l0'.-.1ingini ti:i.l tn.::.r:ing ,

each of the drinking
drinks

a few

to eth:mol

to ethanol

on th::.s task consi::ted

were given alcoholic

with a carbonated

f

students.

a moving light

drirJ{ and then f ur :.her tested
On

Beirness

on a visual

were randomly assigned

dri::lking sessions.
st:bjects

A test

of tolerance

of tolerance

were giv en pretraining
to tnck

obser ving the <::
ffects

(DeVillaer,

19 81;

in two experimer.ts

the subjects

tolerance,

have err~loyed nonhuman subjects,

the development

required

specific

the

as such.

In the 1981 study,

th-= subjects

experimental

It would seem that

experi menters ha'Je examined the development
among humans through operant

here were also

and after

any context

Whereas the overwhelming majority
of reinforcerr~nt

did overwhelm the operant

before

phases.

would have tended to retard

These c~tcomes

The results

occurred

Both

chamber on the subj ect 's

of reinforcernent.

perforrrru~ce on the sa~e schedule

tended to indicate

study were very sirnila::-.

sessions,

alcohol

tasJ: f::r ::::~r-

the ethanol

ml 96% ale/kg)

into three

Placebo subjects

or a

equal drinks

mixed l:~
which we::e

rec-=ived an equiva~ent

fl 3.VG~.
th 2s 2 t es t sessions

?recediDc;

adiTinistered

prior

t o the first

c:rc1g-free baseline

against

the plJ.cebo :n that
a subject's

baseline

or placebo

posi ti

'Je

A

monetary

to provide

reHards
d~;~~1-~

test

"'~-::;nifi :::n tl :; impaired

'.:-:-,,:: ?::-

.::::c ::::;r,d
s :::::-,th

of ch:mge ~--

would indicate

th at post

~,

-..; ......, ... ~-.r-

----

..- ..L--' .. --.-•:.,

'C'~
1 , Vr-1
~--~ .L.-•-:;;J
~I.
. .- J. -

.:2.ssion,

~:

th 2 alco :lol s ubje c ts we~ --

the J.l ~--:-:10
1

seconds more ?f f ta r;et

But by th e third
th2i r bas eline

th ::~

anc fo ur t ::: .:,::..::.:-::
::-:..:::,
tirn<2s by bet.we e::--,

e .:r:e::-age.

about their

bas e lin e scores .

t~e alcct o l s~je

r s :~:arc~~e~t

? .. :-,:.::..: ~

for nonimpai red per f onnanc r::

a.l :::::::;
h:::l st.:bj ec ts had surpassed

control

measures

h~d ~ean changes of abo ut three

th ei r base li ne perf ::::;
rmance.

sessions

subs equent test.:

r el::lti ·;e to the plac ebo subject:::;

1

~~-...
3.t

as the subject ' s

would be corr~ared.

;;.egative difference

C:-:t::.e :i~st

varied

served

differ ence would indi cate i mproved perfcrr.'i.3.r,ce .

and received

s~jects

this

r,,;a.~

1
cl...--:d
each of tl:-.eir sub:::;2qu0nt. sc or es -___:r.d2
::- =,- ~......l,-:-r.. ~--u.1. .........

were calculated

performance.

drink;

,;hich five

session

on the pur.sui t ta.s!,:

, a pretest

c :..:; deve loped

fc ~ no~:~~aired

without

;::-0:..:p of subjects

was

._,....,,........... -

t olerance

3s a r9su lt

....i...... · - ...-.

of

pe~fcrrra~c 9, thi s ex per ime~ : C:d ~c:

rei:if crce~e ~t..

for suc h practice

-· - -- - · 1 .• _, ' .)

The sec or...de :·:i:2rim e ::.: wa:: ·::::~,.:-...::::.E-:l

e ffects.
ths:1

,,
o: two ethar.ol
four

gro'..lps o:: to a placebo

drin1:ing

sessio ns , the .;::ilacebo group

~rc-·;i ::1.2::l·;1it::--.: eedbacl~ and monetary

::-einforcernent

concerning

those

subjects

ethanol

develop

grc-:..:~.

their

su.bseq~2n.t dr:i:J:ing test

reward

;::-::u,_) ;;e::-2

f or nonirnpaired

perforrrance

pro•;ided

tolera..1;.ce to the

and one etl:anol

en the pursd

perf orrr.a.1;.c:e

':. t::..sl:.

·;1it:i reinfo::-:: e1..en:. ·.,er e s eer . ':.-:::

effects

of the

sessions

eth:mol.

in ,.,,.;hichthe pre ..riousl1· r~ i:"'l!:or-~
:::l
1

....._
,. . . .c.........
, ......
...,..
.....~- ,-,~.
1::' _. _ _ ....,........ _,,_ __ -

s2.::;.sicr:.

:.:12::e res:llts,

Mann and Vogel-Sprott

::Jutcome was directl}'

3...'1alogous to the data

t::,let"ance was 3.cq'Jired

Beirness
reinfor

college

students.

cement

c tt

subject

their

s:'._,1

: : ::::

:.__-_

:... , _ - L

c f i10:1i:np2..ir
e d !:,eha\·:.::::-.

alz:J .::::.:c.iec. ':.:12 r?f£ :=!:::
'::: :::::

(1984)

on th e development

Their

that

frcr.i :::,
..ni.....
,:.

thr oug h reinf orcement

and \'ogel-Spr

operar.t

( 1981 ) concluded

of ethanol

s were gi ,:en equal

t ol c ::-:1.
--:c2 ar.-,:::::;:
tr:.1ini:1g

·::--. :l.

;; ::e:.er.tat :i.a::..::.
t:-:::--. ::-3..:--,dcmly
::livi::led into

four

gr :::-:.:
;::-s ':c be given

d::.ffer 0r.+.:.: 2:-':.

: o::- ::-1.0:-iim
pa ired
::lu1ct i onir..g, the CR grc1...1p;another
onl}· r egardi::g

thcir
reward

per : or:,,ance,
;-1or.cont1ngent

group was pro'.t':de~ wit:: infc1.--:~a:ion
:he
en

IO group.

:1c;:-

rewarc

twice
t:;. 34

cf

befo.:-e

2..r:1·
c1

kind,

the ~!R group.

d.:-in;:ing test

ml 3.bsol ·...l':e alcohol/kg
'"::1tesubjects

during

each of four drirJ:ing
were given

.subjects

session
served

and then with a dose of eth,m ol at
in three

were t2st2d

test

equal

::~ t:-le :as~: en 2.~ :.:-ci&ls

sessions

dealcoholized

beer

as

assessed

and
J.

the eth:ir1cl on perfor.m.nce

~1-7er2

subj ~cts ' drug-free

and the subsequent

trials

ta baselin:=

levels

0:1

a :i:t~

placebo.

sess~c~ , a:l

The effect::

by the di.ffere~ c:es

to i7.e 3.n :ieg;: ee of perfcj_'if.ance irr1pairm ent of

ccn ~1E.iption ~elativc

gi•:en a:. 10

drinks

trials

under

b2:~ ,?22:--..

:~,.
e

the

the :ul~j ect.3 aft ~r .:lrt:g

, b~t i!"lstead ;:::-:.:::e~
..7 ?:. :.:: ~:~Lt.. -

r~sults

d~fferent
fastest

of

g~c~ps.
developmer.t

per z;e.ssic-n.

of t::ilerance)

was dispb.yed

by tl: e ::cnt ing ent

The infor.7'..ati::in c:~l:· gr oup averaged

an 1. C'::.: '.:"
l"i :..:cti ..::
:--.
0

~

.-· ~r-·,......,
::! -

red~ction

acr oz2 sessions.

;:-espondently
etha."lol.
r-e.:po:1s2s,

conditioned

In the absence

The r.onreinforcement

comp,2nsatory

shcdd

• ' .1.,"

~~

;:-espc:.1ses

of the ethanol

t:i1s compensation

gr~~P showec

-

to act

result

against

th e ,::ompens2.+-:;:c:·

in faci l i ta tee :;_:;erfo:..-:.-.2......,_c
2.
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;ro:..;p ':.:-i.at he.:: developed
e :-:c ert

the mcst

perforrranc

,:::t ec: the

e ~der

placebo

res'..11ts

compe1;.sat ory respondin;
t o be due t o the

, it

operant

=~ 2-.:-J.:-,2i1J.f or cement

c ant

seem that

the

results

.scilijec t s,

are more l i}:ely
·.,hi ch ex pla::.::-.:: ·1:hy

.

although

e:~pe ri;T,e:1ter.s

ccn clu c.E:d t1:.at ':::h2ir

f::.nd ::.ng3 were t h e f w1cti on of an operant-respondent
r e.sul t::; car: most

study

e~ici t ee:

in t e rms of re spondent

wodd

grcl.!pc: ,

char1ge tow ard

Altho ugh this

placebo.

hist.Oi:- 1· ;;i ,;en the

~cnsequen t ly,

~esult.

the

All

rapidly.

th e n c::--,:::,-,·::,,a rd grc'u.p , sh owed a signifi

f3 ci l itated
interpr

tolerance

cl e 3.rly

i nteraction,

t he i r

be ir,t. er;:iret. 2d in ope::-a., t cc,,di t::.:::::i::;

pa rr.. e ters.
given

t1:.e ..-.est poten t reinf orcement .

':.1:-.
e.se s&~e s"c:bjec ts

::::
e ing gi,.,.,2r.

3.

Relati

sh owed th e str cr-; ost

;;:;lacebo

and tested

v e to th e oth er grcu~=

f~cilitated

in e xtincti

perf or ,r~ .ce a ft er

on followir;

th -::i::- 2::;:i :::1:.cd

bc:dy o f :::esea::-c :1 has exa'Tlinec: t o ~e rJ.r. :::2 a= t1:.9 ::esd t cf a r e s 17cnc:er.t

.....
,....
""'11.: ... .:,-........_
.:_, __,

- ..........
,_ ~·
- ~...- .......,,

Fr om the

t!"le deve l op~.12
r/:. of t ::,l era~ce
r 2spo~dent

ar,d oper mt

existing

res ea rch,

to the e:=fects

it

wcdd

cf a C:::t.:grepresen::;

pr ocesse s.

2.c:8 ,:;t:2.t2 l:· :-:.22.c;ur ed th e e fficacy

o f e ither

ar;;-2:::r t !-nt

of thes e processes

bat~.
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represents
will

a uni que contribution

be :m.nipulated

in antagonistic

rr.easurement of operantly
and subsequently
the efficacy

in a radically

will

dissertation,

arising

as a result

of an orga.,ism.

According

:lerr,.ands or challenges

innate

cues reliably
to these

predict

conditionec

toleral"lce

such as the development
hypothermic
their

words,

effects
"it

adaptive

of ethar..ol,

is difficult

conV"..1lsion or the application

1991 ) , b'='taviora~

are necessar 1· ~or
'I'::.e::s dist·..1i:-:::a:-:css

shifts

hor.,eostatic

that

away fr om
responses

drug delivery,

these

tolerance

the operant

which can

responses

can

to develop.

formulation

of

enou;h oth 2::- phenom2na

to the anticonvulsa."lt

or for morphine-ind..:ced
to understand

restor e

In drug regimes in whict

as simply not explaining
of tolerance

~

proc esses

cues for conditioned

Poul os and C~;:pell (1991) discount

tcleran c~

demands upon t::.e phy::i:Jl -:-;1·

to homeostasis.

tolerance.

a dr--...:;.

to as dis;:c.:iti::::1:::11

homeostasis

of drug-induced

to activate

experiencing

referred

to Poulos and Cappel 1

lead to nonassociative

be conditioned

ar..d f occ.:s on

or no mention has been made

Gf behavioral

ph:,rsiol ogical

The detection

environmental

processes

The impact of this

a,.,organism's

to

ar-e requi.si t2 to drive

directly

little

of dist·..1rbances

serve

conte:~t

attempt ec to so::-t cd

tolerant

tolerance.

also arise

horneostasis

context

does occur and is usually

the discrirrinatbn

i :1 a specif:c

merely due to repeatedly

or nonassociative

homeostasis.

altered

processes

q..1estion.

Finall y, in this

tolerance

of these

The maintenance: and

tderance

and respondent

an unanswered empirical

of any tolerance

effects

procedures.

conditioned

of opera.,t

Such toleranc2

in that

and

ar.2..lgesia.

how the in.::h..:.cticr. cf

of pain ca1'1constit~te

a reinforcing

In
2

stat"2 of affai::-s that the o~gan~sm would be motivated
(?ou los

......... .: .......,

~

1?91, p. 397).

and Cappell,

1 .:

..:,;........,o1u.l. ......

th3t

1936 ).

If the

:::~l ectin;
a::fa.i::-s"

serve

t8 !:"ei:13t2+:
::"

con.sequences

3:::;

responses

that

to be measured

consec:;:uen.:::e :::;, t:.c

concept

follow

r2sponses

(Hin eli~e,

wei:-e more sensitive

of what is

a "reinf

to the

orci::-1<; st:1:e

tc be rei:;..st2t e d '.-muld be :-:co::-eobvious .
11()(1
.,'i
\ -'- ---/

cord iti on ing , which,
their-

_, .1.- .,;

::::yth<?

way, is stated

more tro2.dly

!...

-·

· ...

::J.:di2:.- i:-.

pap e r ,
... ::::~ itself,
the drug':: pr e::ence does ~at con::~i:ute
~
flZ'.::t.ionc:l di:::;t.'J.rbance for the organism.
The orga..':.i:::;-r.
of the en ,:iror-r. ,ent ::: ;:interact
~-;it:i. r2l2s,·a...'1t fe3.tures
~::=2:-t to :Je t.i.ologically
detected as a f~1ction2..l
t::t ·..,_;:-;:::
3.r:.::,2.
( Po·.,;.los 3.Ld C:;.p2,2ll, l'::'91, p. -:-;2.~

~

well

·-.-"

as .stimuli

pun.isrunent

that

wc·.:l d both

select

-

.-J- - · . •.

.....
.....

opera.'"lt b eha·Jic;:

be i:!Xferienc2d.
-'

~. .._...._.
-,;::i':"'-:
..... ~_... .J.
..
.........
_ ____

--~-...... ----·•':) ' :.

..,.....

to w:-iic:h reir.forcement

wou~d :1ot necessarily

develop.
Po·.il OS

(1991)

do not do away with

t o ~erance.

tlce operant

____,

ve::-::ion of conc.itio;:;. sd '-~., ,.,,-.,,~,---"'
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In addition,
the concept
this

case,

the emphasis that

of homeostasis
homeostasis

ult::..:rate intervening

ha:::-]:::back to drive-reduction

as a regulator
variable

the ory has been criticized
and as simply not necessary
c~iticisms

Poulos and Cappell

inside

of behavior
the organism.

as involving
to explain

apply here to homeostasis.

an infinite
behavior.

(1991) place on
theory.

In

can be seen as the
Drive reducti on
number of drives
Both of thes~
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METHOD

Introduction
In most studies

of the context

tolerance,

the dependent

tolerance,

thermal

of context

dependent

behavior
context

dependent

variables

reaction,

have been mortality

or some other

tolerance

examined in great
research

the behavioral

detail.

change that

This experiment

des~gn but with experimental

will

and cont~ol

pain

The development

of stable

of tolerance

of drug

rates,

respondent.

in the presence

and subs equen t rnar1ipulation
and measuring

modification

operant

by changing

results

the

has not been

employ a single-subj

ect

groups for r.iacrc-

comparisons.
Ex~erimental_Phase--Experi~ent

_One

Four experimer1tal 1y naive
(Col!,!nba _livi~)
first

of unknown age and gender served

experiment.

sensitivities

(~erster

the subject
&

Nah•e subjects
maintained

rats

of pigeons

(Blough ,

of choice

Skinner . 1957 ) .

of drug tolera.1ce,
selection

Pigeons were selected

to brightness

mcst often

comnon barn pi-; 20:-:s

as subjects

, C)C:Q \

In rnar:.y sLdie.s

r.:'"""0(""""

--'.1,,.·-------

cf the behz.,; ioral

can be extended

at approxi~ately

ac'...:t'2
---:::
r.

af ~.,,~,...,for,...=r""'"'~
rt,,.-4~

have been employed as subjects,

the research

in the

due to their

~--- 'V J ,

f::.,r schedule

were used in the later

thrcughout

as subjects

experiments.
80% of its

"'"'

asr: c,:::t::;

with th0

to another

.. ""'."'

..... .._

species.

Each subject

;.;2.:

ad libitur. , feeding
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at all

ava:lable

t:.~es
~

Sm?..11A.~~:-:'2.lTest

Water ~as also

fre e ly

I:1strurnents

Moc.'...:.br

in heme cages.

si::1gl,e pigeon

cha.-r.ber (C'clburn

Cage, :nodel ElO-lO ) wit~

interior

of ~8.5

dimensions

sess~o::s.
tl--.ree response
open:ng

fer

keys ( the two side

keys being

~he two sidewalls

f ocd delivery.

3.nd an

incr::er3.ti ve),
w2re clea::

e! :::.. .:..,,1-..,..;;,.;,

rr-~e c :i.::-c:1
12.r

l rrr.-.

:::~2..,.::er fl eer.

:.~e center

l:ey was used

in training

~

:m :!:ndustrial

El ectronic

i:1cl uding

1...i..riitsfitt

::.;tt

ed ,,·ith

Kcdak Wrattan

E:'lgineers

fil:.ers)

ve

centered

:::.=i.:s
ed, wa3 :llum.natec

In - Lin c ~i;::i t .J.:
'.Jy a bL .12

.

during f ee-:! l: ci_:~:::::-

;::,:.;2c n ,..1-,,,,...,
_,e--~ ; ava: l abl e ::.n :::c2

cm x 5.'3 cm),

The 1-:ey

was transillt..."'Tlinated

dur:::g : :-3.i:--iin;; and experi:-:--.ental sessions

~2.::k2::.sc~ 3.r1C:i:1oper2ti

rac:::g

and experimentation.

3.75

by a

en abo' :e

the ho:;::;::,
2:: f coc ap e ::': ·_:r: ( C:

:.:-.2 fleer.
'.J,..:lb 1cca t 2d
, ...: .....t...J..
- - ;j'--'-

I

0
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Experimental
rnicrocorr.puter,

events were controlled

a Corrmodore interface

1541 disk drive.

All experimental

<:=::perirr.
ental

phases were stored

Experimental

information

display

90% of its

events

from all

on floppy disks

Once a subject's
weight,

to the experimental
Each subject

rr~nimum of 15 min, at which point

until

all

available

or if at the completion

cor..pletion
subjects

of one session
were exposed to

from the computer vie'=~

a

tha~

was pla ced in th e

illuminated

and apprm:i m3.tely

This proced ure was intended
chamber and to learn

the experimenter
fo od .

consecutive

new subject

involving
a.'1

or was less

t o eat

checked to see if

Subjects

repeated

this

food was consumed in the sp ecifi ed time

cf three

had not consumed the food,

.

remained in the chamber for a

the pigeon had cons umed the available
procedure

of the

for analysis

each subject

5-lQg of food placed in the food aperture.

from the food aperture.

sessions

weight equalled

chamber with the houselight

to adapt the subjects

and a Corrrr.od
cre

data sheets.

ad libit...rrn feeding

experimental

(Crossman, 1984),

was also transcribed

rr:onitor onto session

Traini__ng_Phase.

by a Comnodore 64

sessions

in ',,hich t::e '!::rd

was selected.

Upon surroc:eo~,.,

the aforedescribed

autoshaping

procedur '=, t::e

procedu:::-<::( Srown

&

,Jenkins ,

1968 ).
This procedur e had an int ertr ial

interval

intersti~ulus

int erv al ( ISI) of 6s .

completion

-of every 54s ITI, the center

blue l~~p for the 6s ISI.

A response

(I TT) of 54s ?.!ld a

More specifically,

at the

key was transilluminat
to this

lit

ed with a

key resulted

hopper presentation.

If the subject

did not respond during

the key was darkened,

and a programned 3s hopper lift

in a 3s
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ethanol
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Timeline Experiment One Control

Subjects

VR-20 schedule performance measured following water delivery.
Data
collected
for a minimum of 10 sessions to a maximum of 15 sessions in
the dark and silent context, the chamber at ambient noise levels and
illuminated by the keylight alone.
VR-20 schedule performance measured following water delivery but in the
bright and noisy altered context, with elevated noise and houselight
illuminated.
Data collected
to point of stability
for a maxirm.nnof 15
sessions.
Timeline Experiment One Experimental

Subjects

VR-20 schedule performance measured following ethanol delivery.
Data
collected for a minirm.nnof 10 sessions or until behavioral stability
in
the dark and silent context.
VR-20 schedule performance measured following ethanol
the bright and noisy altered context.
Data collected
behavioral stability.
Timeline Experiment Two, Exp. Three,

delivery,
to point

but in
of

and Exp. Four Subjec~s

VR-20 schedule performance measured for 16 tolerance conditioning
sessions.
Water or ethanol delivery alternating
every four sessions,
water being paired with the bright and noisy context and ethanol with
the dark and silent context.
The keylight was illuminated
blue in all
conditions in experiment two; in experiments three and four the
keylight was blue preceding water delivery and was illuminated
red
preceding ethanol delivery.
Tolerance probe 1 conducted-usual
dose of ethanol administered in
context predictive
of water delivery.
Eight more tolerance conditioning
sessions , contexts
ethanol delivery alternating
every four sessions.
Tolerance
predictive

probe 2 conducted -usual
of water delivery.

dose of ethanol

and water or

delivered

Twelve more tolerance conditioning
sessions,
contexts
ethanol delivery alternating
every four sessions.

in context

and water or

Four consecutive tolerance probe sessions-usual
dose of ethanol
administered in context predictive
of water delivery.
Four consecutive conditioned facilitation
sessions in which the usu al
dose of water was given in the context predictive
of ethanol.
Baseline sessions in which VR-20 performance was measured across both
contexts in the absence of water or ethanol delivery.
Data collected
for 16 sessions-two alternations
across both contexts.
Figure 2. Experimental timeline for experiments 1-4. Deviations from
this timeline that occurred in experiment one were due to variables
extraneous to the experiment.
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Mean PRP 1n Seconds
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SESSIONS
Figure 3. Mean postreinforcement
paus e (PRP) in seconds on a va riabl e ratio (VR) 20 sch edule of reinforcement
for c ontrol subjects BP-5 and
BP-8. Both subjects were given an oral injection
of 2.00 g/ kg of
distilled
water before each session.
The left panel indicates mean
pause length on the VR 20 schedul e with only the keylight i llumina ting
the chamber. The right panel indicates
mean pause length on the same
VR schedule with the key and houselight
illuminating
the chamber.
Additionally,
the ambient noise level was increased by 15-20 dB and
aluminun foil was draped over the clear sidewalls of the operant
chamber.
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Mean RunningResponseRate
Keylight only
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Figure 4. Mean running rate in responses per second, excluding the
postreinforcement
pause , on a VR-20 schedule of reinforcement for
control subjects BP-5 and BP-8.
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Figure 5 . Mean postreinforcement
pause (PRP) in seconds on a variableratio (VR) 20 schedule of reinforcement for experimental subjects BP-7
and BP-6. Experimental subjects were given an oral injection of
ethanol (25% V/V 2.00 g/kg) before each session, as indicated by the
solid squares ( a ) Open squares ( 0) indicate injection of water;
these sessions were intended to probe for tolerance to the ethanol .
The left panel indicates mean pause length on the VR-20 schedule of
reinforcement with only the keylight illuminating
the chamber . The
mean pause length on the VR-20 schedule of
right panel.indicates
reinforcement in an altered context.
In the m:xiified environrrent, the
chamber was illuminated by both the keylight and houselight,
the
ambient noise level was increased by 15-20 dB and aluminun foil was
draped over the clear sidewalls of the operant chamber.
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Figure 6. Mean running response rate in responses per second,
excluding the postreinforcement
pause , on a VR-20 schedule of
reinforcement
for experimental subjects BP-7 and BP-6 . The
descriptive
labels refer to environmental conditions described
Figure 5 .text.
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across

different

tolerance
that

contexts

for most subjects.

found here is limited

once the initial

longer present,
disruption

disruption

behavior

is not strongly

And this

respondent
evidence

present

due to ethar.ol
stable.

This initial

sl!bjects.

Narr,ely, BP-14

outcome could lead one to conclude

that

while

processes

interact

either

process

to produce tolerance,
could overwhelm ths other,

a...---..tagcnistic condi ti ens.

One possibility

is that

Other conclusions

the contexts

subj ects to cause a failure

While lighting,

across

noise

all

sessions.

stim u lus all owed for context

levels,

tolerance

probes were, in fact,

and the physical

spec:i:::.c tel

2::-3..-:cs

no different

no strong

key ;;as a cor-•.sti- .t
this

unchanging

I~ t hat cas 2 , tt 2

to the subjects

:,ith t~ o

evid ence was found for cent ext

be::.r:g ab22nt because the respondent

tolera..,ce

viable.

Tc conduct a functional
operar.t and respondent

analysis

appearanc e

of BP-13':::; fir::::t toleranc e probe for- th e r.,e3..'1PRP

·As a result,

probe sessions,

that

the : 0! 2r ~~~e pro b~ s essions.

parameter.

~as still

dependent

spe cifi c t ol 2r a."1ce to be pr es:-:1: ::_
::

including

possibl e exception

:=i.reals o

were not "different

of context

It is possible

sessions,

process

ar.c

A-2 and BP-13

,e blue response
of the chaml:er were alter ed , the sa......stimulus

is no

that

under c:.ppropriate

tolerance.

for all

perturbation

could be seer. that

enough" for all

of ~ehavior

to say

of behavior

and operant

possibl e .

It might be better

remained relatively

0-1 do not show the clear
show.

at best.

However, the degree of

processes

an additional

of experiment

analysis

three

of the possibility

were still

in effect

experirr,ent was conducted.
attempted

th &: both
i~ the toler3.nc e
The :·_·~,.c::ion c1~

to soi:t cut the cond.:.t.:.or.s under
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which operantly
the conditions
in effect.
question

conditioned

tolerance

would be pri111arily in effect

under which respondently

The simplest

conditioned

way to pursue a functional

at hand was to run additional

di::2~2:1ces

being present

char.~2 in the sti~ulus
( 1989 ) stated

that

exteroceptive

stimuli

present

process.

the role

Based on this

the extent

logic,

would be
of the

further
is to include

Higgins

of discriminative

control

the experimental

a

et al.

of behavioral

by
changes

changes

to faci 1it ate tol era11c2 dt: 2 to ,~i t:--_:r

Again, individual

subject

dosages had to be

at,

ranging

from 3. 00 to 4. 00 g/kg of 25% V/V etha..,.d.

but a s~all e r ra.,ge of doses was found to be r.eeded,

were, for subject
g/kg;

that

on the res ponse key.

arrived

3.75

analysis

with still

to context,

should diminish

proposed next were expected
conditioning

from context

increasing

produced by a drug.

subjects

tolerance

from

A-4, 3.00 g/kg; subject

and subject

D-1,

D-2,

3.25

The act·.:a~ dcs e:::g/kg;

sub ject

B-?.,

4.00 g/kg.

E:q:.crim ent Three
The results

of exp2riment

was the most sensitive
seen in Figures

thr ee again showed that

to th<2 e~:pe;:-imental ma.-iipulation,

17 and 18.

For all

showed a high degree of stability,
relativ ely narrow ra.,.ge of values.
considerable

variabi ~it~/ for all

tr 2nds being apparent
trend across
::;r:ificant

that

in the data.

a.'l.d rncst values
The initial

fell

ethanol

four subj ec ts,

as c2~-: ,.__
~

wit:-:.i:1 a

sessions

showc~

but with sor..s at :_cr

D- 1 and D-2 did not show a

Subjects

tol e ra.-ice de~.re~
-~rment; it

degree of response

dab

four subject s , the water se ssia~s

,..f""r:,.,,,,,..,,,t;.,,,,
s::>ries of ethanol

a greater

mear.

sessions

indicative

o:

cc~.1ld !)e .-:s ~:: f :::- both s1-lbjec:.s

suppression

was present

in later
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ethanol

sessions

generalization
resulted

is that

tolerance

ethanol

session

suppression.

conditioning

sessions;

occurred

in the final

an increasing

ethanol

session

exception

An

to that
for subject

Except for this

the maximumvalue for PRP length occurred

suppression
In fact,

ones.

the initial

in complete response

data point,

last

than in earlier

series.

for subject
session

trend was evident
A fifth

data point

other ethanol
interesting

session

but instead
data.

For the last

into the pattern

in later

of the last
in all

from an additional

declined

that

ethanol

the increasing

D-2's data in Figure 18 show an

series

three

of an inverted

U.

conditioning

of these sessions,
For the very last

the data fall
series,

data point

is needed to form the inverted

The significance

of this

is not imnediately

is not evident

of this

to a value comparable to

ungraphed :ifth

pattern

ethanol

etha.~ol session.

four sessions

trend over the course of the tolerance

sess ions.

extreme

D-2, the most response

which was not shown on the graph indicated

trend did not continue

D-1

pattern

th e

U pattern.

apparent

and this

in the data of any other subject.

On the other hand, th e ethan ol tolerar: ce :;;::robesessi ons : er t:: ese
subjects

all

conditioning
delivered

fell

within

sessions.

the range of values
The experimental

in the midst of conditions

the most part,

indistinct

sess:i.:::ms in which i.:ater w:i.s

predictive

sessions.

considerably
subjects'

For those sessions

more variability

of ethanol

from other water sessions.

B-3 also showed a high degree of consistency
delivery

from the tolerance

across

Subjects
different

in which ethanol

was fcu...-:c in PRP vabes.

data also appeared to show a slight

were, fo~
A-4 and
water

,;,:as deliver ed,
Both of th ese

trend cf decreasing

PRP
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values

except for an increase

tolerance

sessions.

for the tolerance
range of values
relative

probes for context
from ethanol

~ast four sessions

ethanol

ethanol

including

tolerance

Finally,

sessions

sessions

within

the

recovery

the data from the
J..'"1

ethanol

pai::::ed

for A-4, not

rate dependent variable,

and consistent.
fell

within

shown

The data

trends.

in which water was delivered

were very stable

conditioning

fell

data.

19 and 20, showed some apparent

context,

tolera.~ce

of one data point

of

of th e data points

in :-lhich water uas deliver ed ir.

The data for the running response

sessions,

series

that showed response

sessions.

from other water session

in Figures

all

specific

sessions

were, with the exception

different

in the fourth

But again for both birds,

to th e in:tial

context

for both birds

in the

The data from

two general

trends .

Subjects

D-1 and D-2's data showed some degree of inc re asing respons e

recovery

across

consecutive

of variability.
within

All of the tolerance

the range of the values

can be said that

subject

running response

rate data,

probe data points
~e=ponse rate.

For subjects
conditioning

instead

from other ethanol

increasing

first

f or D-2 fell

sessions.

trend in its

minimum or near minimum points
probes fell

While it

and second tolerance

within

of

the range of values

sessions.

B-3 and A-4 , the data from later

sessions

relative

did not show a strong
generally

but with a high degr e~

probe data points

the subjects'

Other tolerance
paired

sessions,

D-2 showed a slight

represented

from oth er ethanol

sessions

tolerance

to earlier

tolerance

trend of response

showed a stab le direction,

tolerance

rate

falling

conditioning
recovery but
within

a similar
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ra.~ge of values.

The data from the tolerance

becaus e th ey represented,

noteworthy

of rur.ning response

B-3 showed a r~gh value in terms of response
two, and for the first

session3

of tolerance

three

prob es.

subj ec t A-4, tolerance

rate

rate

sessions

Some of these

or exceeded running response

were

in the case of a few data points,

the maximt:rnor near maximum values

session

probe sessions

values

rate.

recovery

Subject
for probe

of the four consecutive
data points

appro:dr..at ed

from water sessions.

prcb e two represented

a value

For

approxiITating

data

from water sessions.
Overall , the results
conclusion

results
test

it

remained more or less

This experiment

also served

of the second experiment

of operantly

Here the contexts
very similar
to indicate

conditioned

constant

versus

repondently

were made even more different

approaching

the

-:ie1.."2loped that

across

differ ent

and replicate

the

a more adequate

conditi~ned

tolerance.

but the out c::x,,es ,,er e

While some data could be taken

to some degree with context

the behavioral

shifts,

cha::ges seen with t:-:e data

.-c.

BP-9 a."1dBP-1'.2 could be found here.

Even with the greater
for a "con text

beha\liar

by having re presented

a loss of tolerance

the b,o subjects

tended t o solidi:~·

to clarify

to the second experiment.

again nothing

effect"

differences

was found.

agai:1, the most straightforward
control

exper:.r,ent

that once the !:e::t::-ii::.ed :alerant

was seen here,
contexts.

of this

of the reinforcement

favor behavioral
probes for context

As

across

contexts,

to why this

outcome occurred

answer would be to refer
schedule.

momenti.nnand regularity
specifi c tolerance,

The operant
across
the wain

e'1ide:1ce

little

to the

schedule

conte:-:ts.
- .-.· · ·--..__,.•~
,...+a
....., V
J..

..:) .._ '.AL

would
In the

behav ior ::1l
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variation

would be from the internal

stimuli

had been experienced

stimuli

in the presence

(1989)

again stated

exteroceptive
control

stimuli

of behavior

observed

effects

st:bjects'

increasing

that

of behavior

saliency)

for behavioral
c:ata.

tolerance

Obdously,

it

with these variables

have been seen after
conducted here.

would decrease

That appears

to the ethanol

health,

a greater

Subject

mean PRP but thereafter

3

and histories

that

tolerance

exposures

20 consecutive
clearly

tolerance

than

dcc ~~~sc i n

in mean PRP ove r

Also,
for all

rat es fer differ ent
if these subjects
their

at roughly 80% of their

had t o

food as in a closed

might have more c_learly emerged.

s-..ilijects were rraintained
b:' post session

schedule

large

ethane!

conditi oning sess::cr:s.

develop at differer.t

rely on the reinforcement
economy, tolerance

decrease

would

BP-7 showed a gradual

EP-6 sho~ed an initial

showed no clear

ed

of these subjec: s .

number of ethanol
experiment,

is no clear

mzr.ber of uncontroll

is the possibility

due to a number of factors.

Finally,

the

for much of these

coulcl. be d1.1e to

In the very first

precede d s essions.

~c leran ce will

the

to encapsulate

in mean PRP ove r the course of over 30 consecutive

approxirratel:y

et al.
by

could be asked here is why there

Associated

in Figures

Higgins

dr~g

here.

st:ch as these:{,

sl!bjects

context.

the control

by drug stimuli.

variables,

decrease

~11 exce pt for th e internal

(by adding to its

F-nother question
evidence

prior,

of a nonpredictive

that

All of the contextual

drug state.

As it

free

were, tl-.c

feeding

weights

feedings.
the results

21-24.

As is

o: the behavioral
evident

baseline

sessions

from the graphed data,

ar e sh own

the subj ects'
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Figure 21. Baseline mean postreinforcement pause (PRP) data in
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the houseli,ght, red keylight, and increased noise levels.
Filled
squares (---) indicate sessions in which the chamber was il 1uminated by
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behavior
.across

tended to show stability
the different

fluctuations

But considering

seen mostly in the mean PRP data,

that by this

with the contextual

three dependent variables,

Subject D-1, however, showed more

than the other subjects,

Figure 21.
familiar

contexts.

for all

point the subjects

rranipulations,

in the absence of any injected

were very

a high degree of stability

agent was not surprising.

Experiment Four
The results

of the final

of the outcomes obtained
add clarification

experiment were not surprising

so far.

to the interaction

processes

by having used latent

potential

CS to limit

behavioral

baseline

series

sessions.

Since little

However, all
different
required

of this

of sessions

rranipulation

response pattern

This

conditioning

subjects

decreased

two subjects.

t o what

to hinder the development of
effects.

so far had shown a much
in that a larger

dosage was

behavioral

change, relati ve

The differences

in dosage ranged

times the dosage given subjects

For two of the four subjects
was seen in that subject

6.00 g/kg and S-1 required

closer

evidence for its

to the ethanol

to produce an actually

picture

to tolerance

under conditions

also produced little

from .50 g/kg more to as much as three

a similar

to serve as a CS.

evidence had emerged to argue for any hegemony

of the experimental

BP-9 and BP-12.

prior

optirral,

to the two experiment

to a

experiment through a

tolerance

tolerance

or preexposure

efficacy

conditioned

could be considered

to

between the operant and respondent

that stimulus's
the subjects

by a respondently

experiment was intended

inhibition

was done by putting

respondent

The last

in light

of the final

B-2 required

experiment ,

a dosage of

a dosage of 3.50 g/kg of the ethanol

to
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produce the specified

behavioral

and A-3, both required
behavioral

approximately

change significant

Based on the earlier

data,

lower doses of ethanol,
influence

behavior .

The rerraining

subjects,

2.25 g/kg of ethanol

for subjects

whose behavior

an operant

Based on this

process

schedule

criteria.

is suppressed

by

showed a strong
of reinforcement

conclusion,

tend to negate or minimize the influence

B-2

to cause

enough to meet the experimental

the respondent

countermanding

tolerant

changes.

latent

f or

inhibition

of the respondent

should

process

in

such subjects.
The results
results

are presented

sessions
As

of the last

and later

experiment

in Figures

experimental

supported

25-28 for the initial
sessions

consistency

exceptions.

Subject

data,

The initial

baselin e
29- 32.

subje ct s with some

S-1 showed the most variability

26 and 28.

with all

the first

three

f our sessions,

exposure to the altered

conte ~t,

with dark chamber and red response key, produced an increase
PRPs and slowed response
fell

within

most part,

a small range.

subjects,

These behavior

four experimental

preceded the bright

requisite

for all

i n mean

but the varia t ions

changes were absent

f or th e

in the second exposure to the dark and red key conte xt.

The first

significant

rates

The

there was

for all measures for all

measures showing some deg r ee of change, within
as in Figures

conclusion.

are shown in Figures

can be seen in the graphs of the baseline

considerable

this

sessions

and noisy context

response variation

.

in which water delivery

were also essentially

The introduction

dosage produced major increases

lacking

of ethanol

in PRP duration

at the

for all

in
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15

Darkness

response

rate

data in responses

per

subjects;

accompanied with increases

in response

B-2, which received

the largest

showed the smallest

range of PRP values

as shown in Figure

:2. 25 g/kg of ethanol,

showed slightly
sessi 0ns :::mt all
for subject

~he succ2eding

and second series

show a distinct
sessions

water sessions

for all

a n:irrow range.

30) showed a large

subjects
: c~r

The mean PP.P dab.

decrease

between the first

sessions.

All of these subjects'

decrease

after

this

across

initial

:.:1.c arl:er

lar;2st

subsequent

decrease.

data fer each of these

between the first

subjects

and second s eries
and later

This s~~e

fi ;t:res .

subsequent
tolerance

co:1.ditioning

~ecr easing

session.:,.

conditioning

showed a corresponding
and little

as shown in Fig ure 30.

trend could be seen across

increase

change ther e::;ft er,

Ccr:vc rsely,

b'...:t beb,e e::1the very first

sessions

data did not

Also, the mean running r esponse

as

occurred

not betw een

and second toleran ce:
Following
tolerance

that

ch3nge, a

conditioning

'.·:itt the tolero.nc e prob e data inch:d ed, the downward tr end

is more apparent.

For subject

1n

f or subj ec t S-1 , :.; ..2

behavi or;::.~ cha.'1.ge in the way of tolerance

se::-ies cif sessions

slight

S-1, which recei ved 3.50

range of average PRP values ,

of tole r ance conditioning

9's second data set.

seen

the sarr,e

was noted in the mean PRP data of A-2 in Figur e 10 and in E~-

pattern

rate

actually

four sessions

the first

of mean PRP than the initial

'Jalu es f e ll withi:i

B-1 (Figure

6.00 g/kg,

roughly within

Subject

the widest

more variability

Subj e~:

B-1 and A-3, which both received

29 and 30.

displayed

shown in F:;~r c 20.

across

had average PRPs falling

range as seen in Figures
g/k,; 0f cthar10l,

dosage of ethanol,

Subjects

29.

variability.

B-2 and A-3 (Figure

29),

a trend of
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Figure 29. Mean postreinforcement
pause (PRP) data in seconds for
subjects B-2 and A-3. Experimental conditions and graphic details are
the same as indicated in the prior experiment.
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-

To1eronce Pro

=

f'ocildotion Fr

pause (PRP) data in seconds for

decr easing PRPs indic ati

c: : ::il e;:-a.>:.c
e was seen t::i a rrr...:.ch
small er

'Je

degree than with the other subjects.

However, this

conclusion

:-nay be

argumentative.
All of the tolerance
fell

within

data points

probe sessions

the range o: ·:a l '...:.::cs
from 1ater

ethanol

approach the extreme value s from the initial
did not show any distinct
ethanol

for all
sessions

subjects
a.'"lc did net

Hcwever,

sessions.

or extreme behavi oral data as a res ult of

administration.

Finally,

one subject,

B-1 , showed an increase

in the :::.nitial va l ues cf thos e sessi ons in which water was de l:.·:e red ·the context

pred ictive

of ethanol.

a'Jer age PRP values

largest
delivered.

For subject

f ollo wed a large
probe se ssi on .

of any sessions

B-1 this

increase

or less

once tolerance
constant

For all

stability,
~ither

tolerance

in the final
in the water

i.:; not known, ncr is it.::

In si.mmation, the mean PRP data fr om th ~ fi nal
from th e earlier

to ethanol

across

different

subjects,

but all
the typical

gi ven in the ethanol

emerged , it tended to rem2.:;_n,T'.c::-?

rate

data are shown in Figur e::; ,,, and

the water-preceded

subjects

displayed

water sessions
context.

in a de cr ease in response

rate

outce::-:-ies:md ter.dcd t,

environments.

The a·,e rac;e rurm.ing res~onse
32.

jump in mean PRP

PRP in the very last

occurred

e:{perimen t were not divergent
show that

large

but not the accompanying increase

Why these patterns

sign ificance.

in which water was

relatively

in average

r epresent ed the

B- ~ showed the same increase

Subject

tol erance probe session
sessions .

These variations

s essions

showed the most

some degree of variation

or the sessions

The administration

in which water

in
was

of ethan ol result ed

relati ve to t he water

s essio ns
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Fi gure 31. Mean running response rate data in responses per second for
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for all

subjects.

No subjects

response

rate

sessions

with one exception,

showed a strong

over the series

of consecutive

consecutive

ethanol

series.

A-3, also shown in Figure 31.
response
tolerance
little

rate

that occurred

conditioning

pattern

between the first

and minor response
Considering
points

with the exception

first

occurred

shown in Figure 32.

values
last

from other ethanol

tolerance

tolerance

exposure sessions
rate

indicative

adds clarification
develops,

tolerance

took

sessions

rate,

A similar
being the very

with one notable

exceeded the

outlier,

For subject

The

the very

S-1, the

the range of data from other ethanol

The analysis

to the conclusion

it remains intact

that

of response

probe.

and did not show an indication
of tolerance.

rate

for B-2, these data

of B-1 (Figure 31) likewise

within

The data of

both shown in Figure 31.

probe, as seen in Figure 32.

probes fell

of

those sessions.

probes,

sessions

in mean

conditioning

A-3 with two exceptions

tolerance

to

Thereafter,

in response

probe data next,

of the very first

probe data points

applied

subject.

maximum or near maximumvalues

and the very last

tolerance

change after

for subject

rate

and second series

and second tolerance

the tolerance

represented

pattern

rate

Subject A-3

of response

could be seen for this

the very first

below.

The same generalization

S-1, also in Figure 32, showed an increase
place across

conditioning

Subject B-1 showed an increase

sessions,

change in response

tolerance

B-1, to be discussed

(Figure 31) showed a more or less stable
across

trend of increasing

despite

that

of increasing

of this

response

dependent variable

once tolerant

behavior

changes in the environment.
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In the section
was argued that
interest

that preceded the discussion

the data of two subjects

responding
sessions,

to the dosages required

in subjects

of subjects

minimized the effect
unidentified

factor

BP-12 and all
the results

could explain

of the final

experiment,

the procedure

contexts
here.

continued
sessions.

the subjects

clarifying

after

obtaining

the

would be run across

in a still

a

reacquire

different

context.

BP-12, had to be sacrificed

33 and 34, respectively.
difference

as a

BP-9, was put through

in behavior

out again that

the response key illuminated
for two alternations

rate data

For these dependent
across

in that a high degree of stability

It should be pointed

includes

between the BP-9 and

above.

is little

in baseline

sessions

or a still

mean PRP data and mean running response

are shown in Figures
ITeasures, there

the baseline

That is,

The remaining subject,

described

The baseline

in the ~ay of a

and then have those subjects

one of these subjects,

of an infection.

the baseline

would be to put BP-9 and BP-12 through

experiment.

sessions

to

suppress

One way of further

to a higher dosage of ethanol

Unfortunately,

Either

the difference

subjects.

of these experiments

of baseline

little

found with the low dosage subjects

of the earlier

tolerance

to completely

However, following

BP-9 and BP-12.

of the latter

the procedures
results

BP-9 and BP-12.

it

B-1 and A-3, woµld be of

the data of B-1 and A-3 represented

replication

result

experiment

since they showed a high degree of response suppression

dosages very similar

series

here,

of this

the different
is evident

the dark context

with red.

Baseline

across both contexts,

now

was

for a total

of 16
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Figure 33. Baseline mean postreinforcement
pause (PRP) for subject
JF-9 on the VR-20 schedule of reinforcement.
Plus symbols(-+--)
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levels.
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In the experimental

session

delivery

of water resulted

relative

to baseline

data,

in little

Figures

35 and 36, the initial

change in BP-9's behavior

for any of the behavioral

parameters.

PRP data from the water sessions

was very consistent

within a small range of values.

The largest

generalization
delivered
pattern

occurred in the final

and all

exception

sessions

The average
fell

to this

in which water was

in the environment formerly paired with ethanol.
had been seen with most of the subjects

This

of the earlier

experiments.
The delivery

of the larger

from a dose response curve,

dose of ethanol,

resulted

in large increases

particularly

across the first

The increase

seen in the second ethanol

reduced.
earlier,

The reduction

four tolerance

ethanol

series

series

below the data points

seen in Figure 35.
tolerance

developed quickly

in context.
tolerance

In terms of this

was substantially

not display

response

a context dependent tolerance

from other ethanol
parameter,

rate differences

sessions

as

across

for a context

from either

changes
dependent

Figure 36, did
the ethanol

effect.

in another altered

intended

probe

it appears that

and remained very constant

In surrrnation, having the subject

manipulation

as noted

The mean running response rate data,

strong

dose of ethanol

series

All of the tolerance

This data did not provide support
effect.

sessions.

the average PRP values

approximated the data from water sessions.
fell

i~ average PRP,

conditioning

occurred between ethanol

and by the third

data points

2.50 g/kg, determined

to clarify

reacquire

tolerance

to a higher

environment was a.~ additional
the mechanisms of tolerance

or
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subject BP-9. Data shown is from a second toleran ce conditioning
series.

1 C:
1 ~...,

acquisition.

C::.

conclusion

that

schedule,

the surface,

this

once tolerance

analyses

also favored

involving

th e first

two subjects,

One other

largely

the additional

the variability

Co:isn, Neuringer,

served

ethanol

i:.1·12::::tiga:ion.

develops
and it

is subsidiary
With respect

via reinforcement
rerrained a constant

::epresen~ ~d a contradiction.
contradiction

follows

could be drawn.

of rats

as in the present,

across

that

this

response

to the conclusion

Ethan ol

th2t ~:,::s::

I:1 that

study,

variability.
posed in

once tol ~rJ.."1
c2

on a s chedule of reinfo:: cement

contexts,

the results

A reconciliation

in the discussion

of

response

question
that

aft2~

~cnclu.sion.

on a schedule

were varied.

to the empirical

changes

acquired

to errit repetitious

to increase

of behavior

the

of the

stimuli

and Rhodss (]..990 ) reported

sequences

this

contextual

in responding

seqt:ences bc.t not response

conclusion

The results

All of the results

conclusion

:,f st!:::::.:101impai:::-ed tt.e ability

B~t this

contexts.

BP- 9 and BP-12, have sup~orted

unrelated

~ppears to increase
r ':oi::fcrce:r:er..t.

across

the above conclusion.

data again favored

on an opera.'l.t reinforcement

developed

it remained a constant

functional

additional

secticn.

of two subj ects

and discussion

of the
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DISCUSSION

In fomrulating
that

the nature

in developing

tolerance

supported

present,

the paradigms.

various

that

taken,

That is,

studies

tend to indicate

examine interactions

proposed
operant

that

of tolerance

that

He presents

either

to ethanol.

most of the tolerance

means.

conclusion,

indicated

experiment

could be

parameters

very similar

process
Grilly

to othe r
measures

can be crucial

in

(1989),

for example,

is acquired

through

evidence

did add to the existing

terms of the methodology and the results
complement other
postreinforcement

sessions

a hegemony by one of

to support

this

however.

The present

running

are no doubt

between the two process es

to ethanol

no empirical

processes

in acquiring

over the other

of the type of behavioral

argued

Both processes

depending upon the type of behavioral

those studies

the acquisition

and respondent

While both processes

are fewer in number , and for the most part,
studies.

author

as being the primary process

The emphasis on one process

Studies

this

is not understood.

literature.

seen as being the result
measured.

of operant

to ethanol

by abundant

jointly

of the problem,

of the interaction

are individually
tolerance

the statement

response

studies.

which replicate

Table 2 sumnarizes

the results

pause data and Table 3 provides
rate

data.

are shown in these

literature,
and

for the mea.~

a sumnary of the mean

Only the data from tolerance
tables.

in

In Table 2, an equal

probe
(= ) sign
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Table 2
A

Sumrarv of the Tolerance Probe Data Points for All Subjects Fran the

Mean Postreinforcement

Subject

Probe#1

BP-9

HIGH

BP-12

HIGH

BP-14
0-1
A-2
BP-13

•
•
•
HIGH

Pause Data

Probe#2

•
•
LOW

•
•

•

Probe#3

•

•

HIGH

HIGH

•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

A-4

•

•

•

B-3

S-1

•
•
•
•
•

BP-9#2

•

8-2
A-3
8-1

LOW

•
LOW

•
•

•

Probe#6

HIGH

0-2

•

Probe#S

HIGH

•
•

0-1

Probe#4

LOW

•
LOW

•
•
LOW

•

•
•
LOW

•
•
•
LOW
LOW
•
LOW

•

•
•
LOW

•
•
•
LOW

•
•
•
•
LOW

•
•

•

LOW

LOW

LOW

•
LOW

LOW

•

•

Here, an equal sign(=)
indicates that the probe was equal to the range
of prior tolerance conditioning sessions.
LOOand HIGH indicate that
the tolerance probe was either less than or greater than the prior
tolerance conditioning sessions by at least one-half second. In tem\S
of this dependent variable, only HIGHis indicative of a context
dependent tolerance effect in this sumrarization.
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Table 3
A Sumnary of the Tolerance

Probe Data Points

for All Subjects

From the

Mean Running Response Rate Data

Probe#1

Probe#2

BP-9

LOW

HIGH

LOW

BP-12

•

•

LOW

BP-14

•

CH

•
•

HIGH

A-2

HIGH

•

•
•
•

BP-13

•

•

•

0-1

•

•

HIGH

D-2

LCNI

Subject

Probe#3

Probe#S

Probe#6

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

•
•

Probe#4

LC1N

lJ:JN

•

•
•
•
•

LOW

HIGH

•
•

•

•
•
•

A-4

•

HIGH

•

•

•
•

B-3

•

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

•

B-2

•

HIGH

•

•

•

HIGH

A-3

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

•

8-1

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

HIGH

S-1

•

•

•

BP-9#2

•

•
•

•

•

•
•

LOW

•
•

Here , an equal sign(=)
indicates
that the probe was equal to the ~ange
of prior tolerance conditioning
sessions.
LCWand HIGH indicate that
the tolerance probe was either less than or greater than the prior
tolerance conditioning
sessions by at least one-half second.
In terrrs
of this dependent variable,
only LCWis indicative
of a context
dependent tolerance effect in this si.mmarization.
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indicates
prior
a."1

that

a tolerance

tolerance

probe data point

conditioning

sessions.

equa l sign in Table 3.

tolerance

by at least

one-half

tol eraI1ce proc e r,..;asless
by at least

one-half

contradicts

any context

rate

respondent

specific

tolerance

variable

of response
conditioning

responding

opposite

effect.

a

a
session:::,

of data

In Table 3, the

meanings,

since

r esponse r at e

Here, High represents~
probe than for earlier

and Low points

probe,

that

tol erance eff ec t while Low

of interest.

sessions

for

conditioning

tolera."1ce conditioning

tolerance

for a tolerance

on a tolerance

tolerance

Hence, High is indi cative

terms High and Low are assigned

faster

holds

The word Low indicates

tha."1 th o prior

specific

is now the dependent

of prior

second.

a second.

verifyin g a context

The same convention

In Table 2, the word High indicates

probe exceeded the values

sessions

was equal to the range of

relative

to a slower rate

to prior

Both Tables 2 and 3 confirm the conclusions

ethanol

presented

cf

sessions.

in the results

section.
This study evaluated
fm.md, :er mo:::t s-x:::jects,

that

r einfcrc err.ent of co;npensatory
stimuli

cha.."1ges~ssociated

l:::.d: t::-iereof.

that

effect

conditioning

de ;eloping

and

d:.:e to cpera,;.--:t

was immme to contextual

with respondently

conditioned

tolera"1ce,

sessicr:.:;.

were mainly equivalent

.se:ssi::ms and favored

over the respondent

::.8~i::;

behaviors

probe data points

showed the tolerance
condi

tolerar:ce

behavior,

or

'I'::-iedata si...."TITO.ry
of Tables 2 and 3 cverwhelmingl~ ' sh 01,1s

the tolerance

tcleranc2

cf operant

dependent variables

effect.

That is,

to

the operari.t tol eranc e
the most corrrnon outcome

probe data to be equivalent

to tol cra:-.c~

The second most corrrnon outccms was

+:~? -rer--o·
, 1 t-

1:20

that

the tolerance

probe data points

impravement--shorter
tolera.,ce

PRPs or faster

conditioning

the behavioral

disruption

tolerance.

Overall,

tolerance

hypothesis.

r esult 2d in either
;.,easures

session:::.
that

Ho-;
,;ever,

their

The least

these
stated

(In later

experimentation

conditions.

smaller

is that

physiological

Such a response

t !-.is is merely '""cescripticr.,
Instead

of focusing

all

than those

anc

of subjects

th e ett ::-nol r-29::.rner:
subj ~ct: .

of these sl.:.:Jjects

study,

howeve r. )

dr~g r esponse,

or an unusual

can be independent

more than just hyporesponsiveness

r e.s:.llt3.

also shewed

changes in all

of an idi osyncratic

(Grilly,

Also,

by

in weight under food deprivation

an i.:nexpected response

implies

subset

virtually

tLSed to describe

1989) .

the

for a ;ninor ity of

dose of ethanol

This was not a problem duri ng this

possibl e difference

than not

to extreme disrupt::.en

be noted her e that

by others,

were diffi.c'...1lt to stabili::e

more often

due to a breakdown in

about this

It should abo

co;:.te::t sp ec ific,

These same subjects

due to a relatively

could have produced long-term

outcome to occur was

r2sul ts must be couched within

presurrably

something was different

tha.~

of the dependent

above, because,

tolerance.

behavioral

to the respondent

vari ations

but was subject

stimuli,

conditioned

beha vior.

likely

indicat ed respondent,

devebped

changes in contextual

Clearly,

rates--rathcr

no chang e , er a facilitation

tolera~ce

more impainnent

response

Here , contextual

te:.T.'\3 of the qualifications

respondently

represented

these data are contradictory

examined.

subjects,

actually

effect

':;r1e

a
of a

of dosage and

or merely sampling error.

not ar1 explanation,

of the obse::•:ed

er. some vague ly def::.ned individual
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difference,

a few studies

s~sceptibility
tolera..1t

to the effects

behavior

sirrila~

discussed

of ethanol

due to respondent

to those of the present

As presented

tc::--.dec to dec:-ease
context

specific

context

successive

tolera~ce
that

tolerance

to etha~ol 's hypotherrric

dependent

at a relatively
significant

studies

tolerance

point

i~ studies

Le et al.
similar

that

findings

(1989) studied

the

decr eas2d .
tolera.~ ce tc

paradigm,
context

2.00 g/kg .

At twi ce

could be found in the context

operant

factor.

from ethanol

al ten:d

en•;iror.me,.t.

variabl e in context

dependent

Both of
dep e~dent

variables

a.."'ldfound

&

They measured toleranc e to t:-i.e rr,ctcr

with rats

on an active

from a larger

avoidance

t3 ..s]:.

from a low dose of ethanol,

g/J.:g), toleranc e was :-i.igl-:1:/co:1te:-:t specific:.
practice

no

examining autonomic fact ors.

performed while intoxicated

intoxicated

such trial,

to include

conditioning

such

tolennc2

drug doses,

clearl7

lcw dose of ethanol,
tolerance

th2t

By the third

eff ec ts were highly

to a dosage-related

dosage-related

impairment

are very

at sITall doses,

With larger

in a Pavlovian

pr-edicti ve of ~th r. :::~ 2.nd in a radically
these

that

larg er- doses,

dependent

similar

A.g3in usir:;

dosage,

rats

in

or absence ~f

(1985) reported

probes.

was c~ntext

( 1987) extended

results

specific

was present.

e:.har,ol.

that

processes,

w::.th significa.."1tly

0 112:-

2.rnount of tolerance
Le et al.

and the presence

above, Baker a..1d Tiffany

However,

to differences

study.

toleran ce to morphine was highly
as .50 rrg/kg.

here again point

Rats that

to!er:o..r.:::e tr. at generaliz ed to different

conte:-:ts.

(2.00

received

dose of 4.00 g/kg displayed

In rat::
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Goudie and Demellweek (1986) proposed that,
studies

in which this

nonassociatve
factor.

or dispositional

Dispositional

distribution,
receptor

same outcome occurred,

factors

metabolism,

sites.

factors

to metabolize

Frciser,

St ein,

& Mello,

within

the range obtained

1965) ir. that

necessarily
a factor

in afternoon

&

rates

tolerance

is lost

~irst

cigarette

during

(Vogel-Sprott,

prolonged

to the magnitude

procedure.

are

assumption
factor

is not

rhyth"nS could ~e

with tolerance

sleep

bei.n<; more

as smokers r e?ort

t~ ~

More exposure does net
1992).

(1991) stated

that

the int ensity

adaptation

and

would be

in ::;t.igat cd.

n71

(or UR) could give .rise to a
Large drug doses serve

of the L"Ra"1d b. effe ct decrease

1eading to ineffective

of alcoholics

of the drug dist;..rbance

U..'1conditional adaptation

backward conditioning

1955; Menc1.elson,

circadian

e~ce o:: what they call ed an unconditioned

proportional

incr 2J.sc

Khar~la, l~SS;

$

increasing

of the day is the strongest.

However, Poulos and Cappell

in ethanol

and Benningfi e ld ~~988) report ed

that

always mean more tolerance

changes in

And any inherent

evening drinking

for ~icotine

changes at

only slightly

Eisenmann,

Jones (1974) found that

Jarvik

activity

will

eli~ination

pronounced in the evening.

persist

a minor role

is a constantly

versus

drug

(1992) argued that

from normals.

tolerance

valid.

altered

(Hawkins, Kalant,

Wikle::-, Eelleville,

dispositional

becomes a more important

of ethanol

ethanol

doses,

and physiological

only contribute

Isbel~,

that

excretion,

Chronic ingestion

the capacity

at higher

would include

However, Vogel-Sprott

dispositional
tolerance.

tolerance

based on earlier

t!1e interdose

bac)c',Jard
,.
conditioning.

to extend the
interval

These researchers

( IDI),
argue
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that

the degree and duration

indirectly

to IDI.

As

of a UR are directly

a result,

pronou.~ced (and nonassociative
short

associative
tolerance

related

tolerance

to dose and

is less

more so) when large

doses and

IDis are used .
Poulos and Cappell

Dcder3te

(199 1) stated

that

IDI , hence t~e ~4-hour IDI in the present

:T:'I p2ri~C:..

:lass:cal~y

TI';.is helps

to explain

condition sd tolerance

the lack

the operant

acquisition

orgar 1i sm' s operant

behavior

arid controlling

be in effect.

An

a larger

provide

cf operant

due to respondent

to srnal ler doses

behavior2..l depressants.
dependent
situations

that

while :nto:dc3t

i~

cd

in whi:h tolerance
In addition,

ra:;;id or ;reater
been supported
The present
studies

had found a dose effect

conditioning

or absent,

~oth of ...
~,l:i~t

ievelopment

.----

including

of tolerance.

by more recent
study mirror0d

research

J.:: ::

...

was still
( 1971 ) ar; 'J.ed

dose would result
T:his supposition

:n :-:.::J1:-2
has not

(Le & Kiiarll'raa, 1990).

thes e '.Jutcomes and the si:-rib~-: .':.~' to

added clar::..f:ca::on

tJ

-~.-

. ..........
... +-

behavior a l

LeBl:3.nc, and Gibbins

from a specific

to

...,..._.. ~-

due to operant pr ocesses

Kalant,

in

cues , was very likely

With high 2r doses,

th2 12..rger drug effects

earlier

e:fect

system longer and

of rnorphin 2 and etb.anol,

tends to be decreased

:· _-:r:.c-ti
onal.

would stil 1

practice."

tolerance,

be preserit

(or at

since more of an

conlingencies

responding

In surrrrary, a srrall number of studies
that

facilitates

argument could be made for the facilitatory

fer extend ed periods

ty i:'Jr

specific:i.

of tolerance

dose could rerrain in the organism's

or "intoxicated

is~

study is a short

of context

and presumably

l ee.:::t not ::inder)

that

a 48-hour period

the present

stt:c::·.

A v:able
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conclusion

is that tolerance

reinforcement
contextual

changes associated

rarely

is subject

with respondently

to higher doses of ethanol,

had minirral effects

on operantly

can be a more potent

function

on an operant ,schedule

to lower doses of ethanol

With experience

process

acquired

of dosage.
found.

acquired

behavioral

One question

The parsimonious

that arises

the same dosage,

is not found.

mos t likely
in light

used to arrive

of individual

Another important
acquired

differences
question

is acquired

compensation .
reduction

frequency.

More specifically,

very well be the selective
whatever behaviors

would be selected
behaviors
subjects

effect

criteria

outcomes
recei ve

dosages are

of behavioral

the nature

change s,

of tolerance

So far , the means by which

effects

the subject

behavioral

caused a l oss or

reinf orcement
compensation is not

of reinforcement

explanation

to reinfor cement

frequency.

Those

will occur less frequently.

study could have learned

Subject B-3 in particular

displayed

could

on operant behavior.

in leading

and increased

behavioral

would learn to emit

study , a possible

were successful

for continuation

of the present

outcome is s o

all

Differential

if a drug's

of this

that were not effective

irrmobility.

If one's subjects

surrounds

frequency,

Based on the present

either

mechanism, as a

is why this

to regain or recover the pre-drug
The exact nature

understood.

That is,

has been through some vaguely defined

of reinforcement

some behavior

manipulations

to a given drug.

through operant conditioning.

tolerance

That is,

at specific

by

tolerance.

answer is that differential

dosages.

effect

contextual
tolerance.

occur only with differential
this

to disruption

conditioned

tolerance

of

selective
this

The
behavioral

behavioral

1~5

tendency.

Upon completion

abs orption

and di~tribution,

the subjects
typically

pause for several

chamber.

Following

Sinc e th e first

did not alter

did lengthen

minutes before

be seen with its

:ni.nimt..'11
of 60 seconds after
suffici

.....1r.1e.
.

session

onset.

this,

subject

A-2 pause d the entire

the ent ire session

sessions

or nearly

a confounding

nk"Tiber of missed sessions,
all

available

in the data;

variabl e t o this

delay

before

is experienced,

successfully

atternpting

r::- r ei nf orc

data.

this

After

sequence.

When returned

were se e~ to stumbl e anc fall

~~::.:~

may constitute

a suffici

ent

th e ad.:ipti ·:0 ·;nl~2

to a human waiting

a behavioral

ers .

so on enough to obtai~

One iright argu e that

:forc e to c3.u.::e po.:::i!:lle head injury.

of the 30

and as a re~u!t,

but in the long term, responding

with great er ease.

half

occ:1.sions ,

admittedly,

subj ect's

of del3.ying resp on::.ing is analogous
intoxicated

to begin respon ding.

. ....-...J

A-2 began responding

r einforcerr. ent.

of th e

-- ..JJ;"-..,IJ.J. ........

s es:;::ion' :; a,:ai !abl

were not included

I sometim es

The presentation

t,.....
--..v

-

but it

This wa.s done a ft er a

minute s e.s.::io;:;.be f :::ir2 :coginning

obt3.in ed f ,:::wif .-:.ny of that

a corn er of the

pause for approximately
y-,:- ,c-

a.~
c

t o respond

in the dat a ar1alysis,

To counter

ent to induce this

Subj ect A-2 would consistently

B-3 ·,.;ould

of the dependent variables,

the hopper once with a h.ancheld switch .

hopper was often

into

and th e

ethan ol inj ec tions ,

beginning

pause was not bchded

.
session

for drug

irrmediately.

head leaning

the mean values

the total

allowing

became illurrinated

would ra re l:r' begin respondir.g

could typically

raised

the key light

of reinforceme nt ~as 1n effect.

schedule

this

of the time interval

to beco:-r.e ~2s.:
A short - t er..,
is accomplished

to the heme cag e, all

abc ~t the cage, ~ith sufficient
The only way .subjects

could
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r;-,.air.tair. physical
objective

for this

behavior,

While no

it appeared

that

t::--.e

irrmobile in the chamber and in the home cage developed

al ong with tolerance
studies

was to lean into a corner.

data are available
to stand

ability

stability

measured on the dependent variables.

have found related

data.

(1937a, 1937b) both reported

Other

Mellanby (1919) and Newrran ar1d Card

that

intoxicated

al c::Jhcl-ir.d--...:cedimpc.irTi1e:1tof wall:ing gait

dogs showed dec::-::::1::;cd
with repeated

i::.to:-,:icJ.ted

practice.
With repeated
greater

tolerance

experience

in terrrs of decreased

sta.~ding than nor.rials.

The former tasks

had no doubt performed

(1989) predicted

ataxia

alcoholics

behavioral

repeatedly

generalization

h3d

while walking or

Both groups were eq1.<ally impaired

as coding or sub':ractior:..
alcholics

Goldberg (1943) found that

at tasks

were behaviors
:-;hile

tha: . the
t,,--~
1 1 ...
v-.J-..1.
.... .1

int:ixic::i.:. 2d.

along this

line

cf

hypothesizing.
Another possible
arises

explanation

from the observations

A single

hopper operation

begin responding.
unconditioned

of the effects
was sufficient

It could be that

stimulus

of some of the observat::.ons

the presentation

sow1d a.1d s::.ght of the hopper operating
appetitive

responses

investigatory,
elicited

(unconditioned

as the key light,

as di rectcd
result

associated
e licited

responses)

and consurrrnato::-y behavior

behaviors

of hopper opcr3.t::.c:-',

to induce this

(food) and stimuli

her- :

subject

to

of an
with it,

species

and th e

specific

such as approach,

(Carlsen,

1991).

These

tm-1ards ot::~r :;_:.:;:.:;oci3.
t cd .::ti:-:-:
c1~i,

in contingent

reinforcerner.t

of responding

su ch
2t
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the key and resultant
scenario

behavioral

considering

aspects

the debate

of pigeon's

processes
'As

directed

pertaining

earlier,

operant

conditioning.

further

research.

separated

Grilly

to behavioral

focusing

on operant

of tolerance

Some of these pointed
argued that

From the viewpoint

requirement,

(Davey, 1990).

The two

(1989) made a number of predictions

generalizations

Grilly

and respondent

as both are always present.

of operant

but it is not completely

acquired

through

to possibilities

in order

the organism must perform or emit behavior
a drug.

This may be a likely

pecking behavior

can never be truly
stated

corrpensation.

for

for tolerance

to occur,

while under the influence

researchers,
accepted

this

of

is an obvious

by others

(Le et al.,

1989).
of Smith (1991a, 1991b) also add corrplexity

The results
question.
study,

In those studies,

context

schedule

specific

earlier,

also facilitate
experimental
tolerance

overrode

No differential

to hinder

dispositional
question

of this

if two tasks
generalizations
of tolerance

and after

dependent

tolerance.

Grilly

involve

ethanol's
similar

effects
behavioral

would be expected
acquisition

of the

For example,

on walking behavior

on typing
repertoires,

behavior.

would

However,

behavioral

from one task to another.

should be a function

but could

also argued that

type would tend to be task specific.
effects

sessions.

tolerance

The complexity

is not yet resolved.

alter

on an oper a~t

dosages were used and as

context

to compensate for ethanol's

not necessarily

to the present

performance

the drugs were given before

This would be expected

learning

tolerance

of reinforcement.

mentioned

which were very similar

to th e

of the difficulty

The rate
of the

l'.28

task,

interacting

with the availability

of reinforcement

In other words, situations

compensatory

responding.

availability

and frequency of rei~forcement

a faster

acquisition

of tolerance.

tolera.:.-ic::: ~l:Jre slov1l~i" !Jut this

reinforcer.:ent
Gibbins,

density.

and Kalant

ethanol

etha.-:cl ' s effects
such transfer

o:c. 3. circular

this

operant

there

predictions,

show cross

the stimulus

~::.::':. is , tclerant

1979).

Such a cost hypothesis

develop

to drug-:-elated

not caus e reinforcement

Drug-naive

rats

to

to

showed n:

paadigm is supported
that

increases
1ass,

do not fit
a modifiec:

for the de•,elopment o:

subjects

shock frequency.

cevel:)pcd

tc

that

in response

(Branch,

tolerance

rate,

would

even if this

energ:zr expenditure

i!: su pport of this

does
wou~:::.

proposition.

that morphine reduced the resp o;:ise

in rh esus monkeys on a continuous

increased

put as

tend to :-e!:pond so that

sin ce inc:reased

s.cme e~.ti_--:l
e!1~'2 is available

by

can expl 2.in suet ar:orr~~:J~

would predict

D,,,.orken 3..'"ldBra..'"lch( 1982) reported
rate

tolerance

tolerance

r:3inforc2:7 ,2nt was ;naxi:--ri:::::c::er T.'.ini:m.l energy expenditure

ccc;1r.

LeBlan c,

with acquired

are anomalous findings

l oss hypothesis

They argued that

ccst.

in.duce

with -iD.c::-eases in

tol er~nce was net reinforcem ent loss per se but was better
response

will

Goudie and Dernellweek (1986) proposed that

:!:orm of the reinfcrcernent

outcomes.

tasks

~etween the tasks.

e literature,

hypothesi s.

rats

maze task.

While the reinforcement-loss
considenbl

of Grilly's

task did in fact

of training

were abundant would lead to

could be facilitated

(1975) showed that

on a moving belt

in which the

More difficult

In support

for

Following

shock avoidance
a chronic

;:-ate suppressant

schedule,

drug regimen,

cf:: .2ct such that

which

tolerance

shock
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frequency

approximated

not recover

to baseline

shocks occurred
that

a return

very infrequently.

cost was minimized.

with the beli ef that

hunans learn

dependent

optimal

learning,

tolerance
from

It also is CC!71F.t::.1:::~
...,
selection

:oraging

to

strat egies

while state

and hindered

dependent

of a drug; subsequentl y,

CJf the tas}: will

learni ng could be relevant

be facilitat

in a nondrug state.
(Crilly,

behavioral

learning

responding.

abolishec.

also pointed

out that

a very well learned
contexts

the pr ec ise role cf state

State

by ethanol.

dos es that

and states.

However,
r es ponse will
A3 a result,

to the present
depend ent learning

results

depe ndent
t:-:at

a weak effe ct,

(o::- ::t at'?) c.epeY1dent t olerance

behavior

learning

1989 ).

The two anomalous subjects

having their

dependent

The sa~e eff ect

(SDL) is more frequently

study showed a context

to other

ed under t~-'=

here because Overton (1985) stated

only prod1..:.c2dby some dr~gs at t:l:e highest

of state

r es ponse

the phenomenon by which ani mals or

for le2.rning in a nondrug state

generalize

that

her e which has not been consider ed is

a task under the influence

::ame drug state

present

since

an extension

(Hursh, 1930; 1984).

effect

on ar•.:1performance

sustained

ci.:l

1981).

of state

occurs

drug treatment

animals are adapted by natural

Another possible

retenti

to the extent

view of the operant

energy expense by generating

(Pulliam,

that

after

because it represents

economic theory

Response rate

Dworken and Bra.~ch (1982) concluded

This revised

paradigm is attractive

mini~ize

levels.

but only showed tolerance

was more efficient

behavior

behavioral

to baseline

Hi ll :.l:. c:--1
in th e
::1
ft 2::-

Overton (1'?25 )
tend to
t~ e contric~t=-~~

is worth noti~g

is not clear.

but
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In conclusion,
extension

more research

of the present

dependent on acquiring

is needed in this

tolerance

to ethanol's

that is,

economy where all

food was available

the interactions
behavioral

alcohol.

from only the reinforcement
of the same age and sex

Under conditions

between operant and Pavlovian processes

tolerance

more

perform in a closed

breeding colony are needed to control

in the rate of metabolizing

obvious

impairment of their

to have the subjects

It might be argued that subjects

from a laboratory

An

work would be to have the subjects

operant behavior;

schedule.

area.

might be more clearly

elucidated.

for differences
such as these,
in developing
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APPENDIX: Figures Displaying Mean
Overall Response Rate Data
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Figure 37 . Mean overall response rate in responses per second for
control subjects BP-5 and BP-8 on a variable-ratio
VR 20 schedule of
reinforcement.
Both subjects received an injection
of 2.00 g/kg of
tapwater prior to each session . Data from the left half of the graph
are from sessions in which the chamber was illt.nninated by the keylight
alone . Data from the right half are from sessions in which the chamber
was illuminated by the key and a houselight,
reflective
foil was draped
over the sidewalls of the chamber , and ambient noise levels were
increased .
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Figure 39. Hean overall response rate in responses per second on a VR

20 schedule of reinforcement for subjects
and experimental conditions are described

BP-9 and BP-12. The legend
in Figure 7 text.
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Figure 40. Mean overall response rate in responses per second, for
subjects BP-14 and 0-1. This dependent variables includes the postreinforcement pause in the canputation of response data. Details of
the experimental conditions are provided in the text and the legend is
described in Figure 39 text.
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subjects D- 1 and D-2. The legend is described in Figure 23 text.
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